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Introduction		 The	Presidential	Papers	of	Diane	Knippers	contains	57.2	cubic	feet	of	materials	which	includes	correspondence,	subject	files,	literary	productions,	printed	material,	photographic	material.		Correspondence	is	restricted	for	10	years	from	the	time	of	composition.	All	other	materials	are	accessible	according	to	library	restrictions.		Processing	of	this	collection	occurred	between	March	2011	and	May	2016.	The	finding	aid	was	prepared	in	2016.	Jason	Stigall,	C.J.	Brown,	and	Steven	Lane	completed	both	the	processing	of	the	collection	and	the	preparation	of	the	finding	aid.		The	collection	includes	correspondence	with	individuals	and	organizations,	and	literary,	subject,	and	printed	material	related	to	the	political	witness	of	several	denominations	during	Diane	Knipper’s	presidential	tenure	at	the	Institute	on	Religion	and	Democracy	(1993-2005).		The	materials	contained	in	the	Presidential	Papers	of	Diane	Knippers	have	been	separated	from	the	larger	collection	of	the	Institute	on	Religion	and	Democracy.	The	entire	collection	contains	141.2	cubic	feet	of	materials.		The	materials	not	contained	within	the	Presidential	Papers	of	Diane	Knippers	have	been	processed	to	a	lesser	level	and	are	in	boxes	144-227.	These	materials	are	listed	below	with	only	the	name	of	the	file	folder	as	they	have	not	been	processed	fully	into	series	of	arrangement.	The	older	materials	range	from	1981-1992,	the	beginning	of	the	organization	until	the	presidential	tenure	of	Diane	Knippers.	Some	materials	are	prior	to	this	date	but	are	included	in	the	collection	as	they	were	used	for	research	purposes	by	the	organization.	The	materials	have	been	grouped	according	to	four	main	categories:	USSR/Eastern	Europe,	Central/South	America,	Denominational	Political	Involvement,	and	Other.	These	four	categories	broadly	represent	the	main	interests	of	IRD	throughout	its	history.		
Organizational	Sketch		 The	Institute	on	Religion	and	Democracy	(IRD)	was	formed	in	1981	from	a	coalition	of	Christians	concerned	by	the	political	witness	of	mainline	denominations.	The	early	years	of	the	IRD	were	mostly	concerned	with	human	rights	and	democracy	issues	related	to	both	the	Cold	War	and	the	influence	of	communism	abroad.1	During	this	time,	the	IRD	was	a	frequent	critic	of	the	National	Council	of	Churches/World	Council	of	Churches	in	regards	to	human	rights	pronouncements.	The	IRD	also	worked	closely	with	several	denominations’	renewal	groups.	As	the																																																									1	Bernstein,	Adam.	(2005,	April	20).	Diane	Knippers;	Conservative	Christian	Leader.	
The	Washington	Post.	http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A3104-2005Apr19.html.	
Cold	War	ended,	the	IRD’s	focus	shifted	to	public	policy	and	cultural	statements	made	by	mainline	denominations,	where	the	bureaucratic	leadership	differed	in	political	alignment	from	the	vast	majority	of	those	in	the	pews.	By	the	mid	2000s,	the	IRD	had	reached	an	operating	budget	at	around	$1	million	through	the	“financial	support	from	foundations	run	by	Richard	Scaife	of	Pittsburgh,	the	California	philanthropists	Howard	and	Roberta	Ahmanson	and	other	prominent	backers	of	conservatives.”2		
Biographical	Sketch	of	Diane	Knippers		Diane	Knippers	“was	born	Diane	LeMasters	in	Rushville,	Indiana	in	1952.”3	She	was	the	daughter	of	“a	Methodist	Minister…	and	schoolteacher.”4	She	graduated	from	Asbury	University	(Wilmore,	Kentucky)	with	a	bachelors	degree	in	history	and	she	received	a	master’s	degree	in	sociology	from	the	University	of	Tennessee	in	1974.			Diane	Knippers	“began	her	career	at	Good	News	magazine,	the	publication	of	a	theologically	conservative	Methodist	group	in	Wilmore.	She	then	joined	the	Institute	on	Religion	and	Democracy	in	1982,	in	part	through	her	friendship	with	its	founding	chairman,	the	Rev.	Edmund	Robb	Jr.,	a	United	Methodist	evangelist.”5				“After	the	fall	of	the	Soviet	Union,	she	became	the	institute’s	president	in	1993,	giving	the	organization	a	more	domestic	focus,	particularly	on	issues	like	radical	feminism	within	the	churches,	and	then	on	homosexuality.”6		In	this	capacity,	Diane	Knippers	became	an	influential	religious	strategist	who	worked	for	conservative	Christians	in	mainline	Protestant	denominations	to	counter	a	liberal	political	drift.7			Diane	Knippers	was	also	a	board	member	of	the	National	Association	of	Evangelicals,	a	member	of	Truro	Episcopal	Church	(Fairfax,	Virginia),	and	the	American	Anglican	Council,	a	group	for	conservative	Episcopalians.	Towards	the	end	of	her	career,	she	“worked	with	the	National	Association	of	Evangelicals	as	co-editor	of	‘Toward	an	Evangelical	Public	Policy,’	a	political	manifesto	that	urged	conservative	Christians	to	expand	their	policy	agenda	in	Washington	and	beyond.”8	In	February	of	2005,	she	was	listed	“by	Time	magazine	as	one	of	the	nation’s	‘25																																																									2	Ibid.	3	Newman, Andy. (2005, April 23). Diane Knippers Dies at 53; Strategist for Christian 
Right. The New York Times. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/23/politics/diane-
knippers-dies-at-53-strategist-for-christian-right.html?_r=0.	4	Ibid.	5	Bernstein.	Diane	Knippers;	Conservative	Christian	Leader.	The	Washington	Post.		6	Newman,	Diane	Knippers	Dies	at	53;	Strategist	for	Christian	Right.	The	New	York	
Times.		7	Eckstrom,	Kevin.	(2005,	April	19).	Institute	for	Religion	and	Democracy	President	Diane	Knippers	Dies	at	53.	Christianity	Today	&	Religious	News	Service.	http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2005/aprilweb-only/23.0b.html		8	Ibid.	
most	influential	evangelicals.’”9	She	died	later	that	same	year	of	cancer	in	her	home	in	Arlington,	Virginia.	Her	husband,	Edward	C.	Knippers,	survived	her	and	donated	a	large	portion	of	her	work	and	materials	to	the	Asbury	Theological	Seminary	Special	Collections	Department.					
Summary	Correspondence	(204	Folders)	Subject	File	(1563	Folders)	Literary	Productions	(26	Folders)	Printed	Material	(57	Folders)	Photographic	Material	(31	Folders)	Non-Diane	Knippers	Materials		(3947	folders)			
Scope	and	Content	The	Presidential	Papers	of	Diane	Knippers	in	the	Records	of	the	Institute	on	Religion	and	Democracy	consists	of	documents	from	1993-2005.	The	collection	is	composed	of	correspondence,	subject	files,	literary	productions,	printed	material,	and	photographic	material.	All	series,	but	correspondence	material,	are	arranged	alphabetically.	The	correspondence	material	is	chronologically	arranged	(from	earliest	to	latest	materials)	with	each	year’s	material	alphabetically	arranged.									 																																																											9	Ibid.	
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Box	 Folder	 Series	 Title	 Date(s)	
1	 1	 Correspondence	 PDRF - Correspondence	 1990-1991, 
2000-2001		 2	 Correspondence	 Diane Knippers Correspondence 
1992-2004 (1 of 2)	 1992-2004		 3	 Correspondence	 Diane Knippers Correspondence 
1992-2004 (2 of 2)	 1992-2004		 4	 Correspondence	 General Board of Global 
Ministries – United Methodist 
Church – post 1993	 1993, 1999		 5	 Correspondence	 ‘A’ – 1993	 1993		 6	 Correspondence	 ‘B’ – 1993	 1993		 7	 Correspondence	 ‘C’ – 1993	 1993		 8	 Correspondence	 ‘D’ – 1993	 1993		 9	 Correspondence	 ‘E’ – 1993	 1993		 10	 Correspondence	 ‘F’ – 1993	 1993		 11	 Correspondence	 ‘G’ – 1993	 1993		 12	 Correspondence	 ‘H’ – 1993	 1993	
2	 1	 Correspondence	 ‘I’ – 1993	 1993		 2	 Correspondence	 ‘J’ – 1993	 1993		 3	 Correspondence	 ‘K’ – 1993	 1993		 4	 Correspondence	 ‘L’ – 1993	 1993		 5	 Correspondence	 ‘M’ – 1993	 1993		 6	 Correspondence	 ‘N’ – 1993	 1993	
	 7	 Correspondence	 ‘O’ – 1993	 1993		 8	 Correspondence	 ‘P’ – 1993	 1993		 9	 Correspondence	 ‘Q’ – 1993	 1993		 10	 Correspondence	 ‘R’ – 1993	 1993		 11	 Correspondence	 ‘S’ – 1993	 1993		 12	 Correspondence	 ‘T’ – 1993	 1993		 13	 Correspondence	 ‘U’ – 1993	 1993		 14	 Correspondence	 ‘V’ – 1993	 1993		 15	 Correspondence	 ‘W’ – 1993	 1993		 16	 Correspondence	 ‘Y’ – 1993	 1993		 17	 Correspondence	 ‘Z’ – 1993	 1993		 18	 Correspondence	 Building a New South Africa - 
1993	 1993		 19	 Correspondence	 Consultation Requests – Positive 
Replies	 1993		 20	 Correspondence	 Consultation Requests – 
Negative Replies	 1993	
3	 1	 Correspondence	 IRD Correspondence 1994-1995	 1994-1995		 2	 Correspondence	 A – 1994	 1994		 3	 Correspondence	 B – 1994	 1994		 4	 Correspondence	 C – 1994 (1 of 2)	 1994		 5	 Correspondence	 C – 1994 (2 of 2)	 1994		 6	 Correspondence	 D – 1994	 1994		 7	 Correspondence	 E – 1994	 1994		 8	 Correspondence	 F – 1994	 1994		 9	 Correspondence	 G – 1994	 1994		 10	 Correspondence	 H – 1994	 1994	
4	 1	 Correspondence	 I – 1994	 1994		 2	 Correspondence	 J – 1994	 1994		 3	 Correspondence	 K – 1994	 1994		 4	 Correspondence	 L – 1994	 1994		 5	 Correspondence	 M – 1994	 1994		 6	 Correspondence	 N – 1994	 1994		 7	 Correspondence	 O – 1994	 1994		 8	 Correspondence	 P – 1994	 1994		 9	 Correspondence	 R – 1994	 1994		 10	 Correspondence	 S – 1994	 1994		 11	 Correspondence	 T – 1994	 1994	
5	 1	 Correspondence	 U – 1994	 1994		 2	 Correspondence	 V – 1994	 1994		 3	 Correspondence	 W – 1994	 1994		 4	 Correspondence	 Y – 1994	 1994		 5	 Correspondence	 Z – 1994	 1994		 6	 Correspondence	 Building a New South Africa – 1994	
1994		 7	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1994 – I	 1994		 8	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1994 – II	 1994		 9	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1994 – III	 1994		 10	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘A-B’	 1995		 11	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘C-E’	 1995		 12	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘F-G’	 1995	
6	 1	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘H-L’	 1995		 2	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘M-N’	 1995		 3	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘O-S’	 1995		 4	 Correspondence	 1995 ‘T-Z’	 1995		 5	 Correspondence	 Beijing Conference – 1995	 1995		 6	 Correspondence	 Lovelace, John – 1995	 1995		 7	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – Ia	 1995	
7	 1	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – IIa	 1995		 2	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – IIIa	 1995		 3	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – Ib	 1995		 4	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – IIb	 1995		 5	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – IIIb	 1995	
8	 1	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1995 – IVb	 1995		 2	 Correspondence	 Wisdom, Alan – Presbyterian 
Mailing Lists	 1995		 3	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1996+1997 – Ia	 1996-1997		 4	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1996+1997 – IIa	 1996-1997		 5	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1996+1997 – Ib	 1996-1997		 6	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1996+1997 – IIb	 1996-1997		 7	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘A-B’	 1996	
9	 1	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘C-D’	 1996		 2	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘E-H’	 1996		 3	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘I-L’	 1996		 4	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘M-N’	 1996		 5	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘O-R’	 1996	
10	 1	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘S-T’	 1996		 2	 Correspondence	 1996 ‘U-Z’	 1996		 3	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – Episcopal 
Action	 1996		 4	 Correspondence	 Presbyterians for Democracy 
and Religious Freedom – New 
PC(USA) Leaders – 1996	 1996		 5	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1996 – I	 1996		 6	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1996 – II	 1996		 7	 Correspondence	 Wisdom, Alan – Presbyterian 
Churches	 1997-1998		 8	 Correspondence	 IRD Correspondence 1997-2000	 1997-2000	
	 9	 Correspondence	 1997 – A	 1997	
11	 1	 Correspondence	 1997 – B	 1997		 2	 Correspondence	 1997 – C-D	 1997		 3	 Correspondence	 1997 – E-F	 1997		 4	 Correspondence	 1997 – G	 1997		 5	 Correspondence	 1997 – H	 1997		 6	 Correspondence	 1997 – I-K	 1997		 7	 Correspondence	 1997 – L-M	 1997		 8	 Correspondence	 1997 – N-R	 1997	
12	 1	 Correspondence	 1997 – S-T	 1997		 2	 Correspondence	 1997 – U-Z	 1997		 3	 Correspondence	 Association for Church Renewal 
– Family Project	 1997		 4	 Correspondence	 Ecumenical Coalition on 
Women and Society – A 
Christian Women’s Declaration 
– Letters for Review	
1997	
	 5	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – General 
Convention 1997 – IRD Mailing 
– Deputy/Bishop Responses	 1997		 6	 Correspondence	 Institute for Religious Values	 1997		 7	 Correspondence	 Prayer Promises – Episcopal 
General Convention	 1997		 8	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1997 – Ia	 1997		 9	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1997 – IIa	 1997	
13	 1	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1997 – IIIa	 1997		 2	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1997 – IVa	 1997		 3	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1997 – Ib	 1997		 4	 Correspondence	 Tooley, Mark – 1997 – IIb	 1997		 5	 Correspondence	 1998 – A	 1998		 6	 Correspondence	 1998 – B	 1998		 7	 Correspondence	 1998 – C	 1998		 8	 Correspondence	 1998 – D	 1998		 9	 Correspondence	 1998 – E-F	 1998	
14	 1	 Correspondence	 1998 – G	 1998		 2	 Correspondence	 1998 – H	 1998		 3	 Correspondence	 1998 – I-K	 1998		 4	 Correspondence	 1998 – L	 1998		 5	 Correspondence	 1998 – M	 1998		 6	 Correspondence	 1998 – N	 1998		 7	 Correspondence	 1998 – O-P	 1998		 8	 Correspondence	 1998 – Q-R	 1998		 9	 Correspondence	 1998 – S	 1998		 10	 Correspondence	 1998 – T-V	 1998	
	 11	 Correspondence	 1998 – W	 1998		 12	 Correspondence	 Knippers, Diane – 1998	 1998		 13	 Correspondence	 Miclean, Robert	 1998		 14	 Correspondence	 IRD – Inter-Office	 1999-2003	
15	 1	 Correspondence	 1999 A-D	 1999		 2	 Correspondence	 1999 E-H	 1999		 3	 Correspondence	 1999 I-L	 1999		 4	 Correspondence	 1999 M-Q	 1999		 5	 Correspondence	 1999 R-U	 1999		 6	 Correspondence	 1999 V-Z	 1999		 7	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – American 
Anglican Council – Strategy 
Committee	 1999		 8	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – Dialogue on 
Violence	 1999		 9	 Correspondence	 Kraus, Beate	 1999		 10	 Correspondence	 Knippers, Diane – Email I	 2000-2003		 11	 Correspondence	 Knippers, Diane – Email II	 2000-2004		 12	 Correspondence	 A-D 2000	 2000		 13	 Correspondence	 E-H 2000	 2000		 14	 Correspondence	 I-M 2000	 2000		 15	 Correspondence	 N-R 2000	 2000	
16	 1	 Correspondence	 S-V 2000	 2000		 2	 Correspondence	 W-Z 2000	 2000		 3	 Correspondence	 2000 – Temporary (File with 
2000 File when located)	 2000		 4	 Correspondence	 2000 Miscellaneous	 2000		 5	 Correspondence	 60 Minutes Responses	 2000		 6	 Correspondence	 Wisdom, Alan – Muller, John	 2000		 7	 Correspondence	 Knippers, Diane – 2001-2004 – 
Miscellaneous	 2001-2004		 8	 Correspondence	 2001 – ‘A’-‘D’	 2001		 9	 Correspondence	 2001 – ‘E’-‘I’	 2001		 10	 Correspondence	 2001 – ‘J’-‘Q’	 2001		 11	 Correspondence	 2001 – ‘R’-‘Z’	 2001		 12	 Correspondence	 2001 – No Date	 2001		 13	 Correspondence	 January 2001	 2001	
17	 1	 Correspondence	 February 2001	 2001		 2	 Correspondence	 March 2001	 2001		 3	 Correspondence	 April 2001	 2001		 4	 Correspondence	 May 2001	 2001		 5	 Correspondence	 June 2001	 2001		 6	 Correspondence	 July 2001	 2001		 7	 Correspondence	 August 2001	 2001	
	 8	 Correspondence	 September 2001	 2001		 9	 Correspondence	 October 2001	 2001		 10	 Correspondence	 November 2001	 2001	
18	 1	 Correspondence	 December 2001	 2001		 2	 Correspondence	 John Paul II – President Bush at 
Dedication of Pope John Paul II 
Cultural Center	 2001		 3	 Correspondence	 Quest-Ecunet List Serve	 2001		 4	 Correspondence	 United Methodist Church-UM 
Action – Joint Project	 2001		 5	 Correspondence	 Knippers, Diane – 2002-2005	 2002-2005		 6	 Correspondence	 2002 – ‘A’-‘D’	 2002		 7	 Correspondence	 2002 – ‘E’-‘I’	 2002		 8	 Correspondence	 2002 – ‘J’-‘Q’	 2002		 9	 Correspondence	 2002 – ‘R’-‘Z’	 2002		 10	 Correspondence	 2002 – No Date	 2002		 11	 Correspondence	 January 2002	 2002		 12	 Correspondence	 February 2002	 2002	
19	 1	 Correspondence	 March 2002	 2002		 2	 Correspondence	 April 2002	 2002		 3	 Correspondence	 May 2002	 2002		 4	 Correspondence	 June 2002	 2002		 5	 Correspondence	 July 2002	 2002		 6	 Correspondence	 August 2002	 2002	
20	 1	 Correspondence	 September 2002	 2002		 2	 Correspondence	 October 2002	 2002		 3	 Correspondence	 November 2002	 2002		 4	 Correspondence	 December 2002	 2002		 5	 Correspondence	 IRD – Episcopal Action	 2002		 6	 Correspondence	 2003 ‘A-D’	 2003		 7	 Correspondence	 2003 ‘E-I’	 2003		 8	 Correspondence	 2003 ‘J-Q’	 2003		 9	 Correspondence	 2003 ‘R-Z’	 2003		 10	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – 74th General 
Convention – Press Credentials	 2003		 11	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – 74th General 
Convention – Special Events	 2003		 12	 Correspondence	 Speak Out!	 2004-2005		 13	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Action – Responses	 2004-2005		 14	 Correspondence	 2004 ‘A-D’	 2004		 15	 Correspondence	 2004 ‘E-I’	 2004		 16	 Correspondence	 2004 ‘J-Q’	 2004	
21	 1	 Correspondence	 2004 ‘R-Z’	 2004		 2	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – Friendly 2004	
Letters 2004		 3	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – Contacts at 
Convention	 N.D.		 4	 Correspondence	 Episcopal Church – Leaving 
For/Against	 N.D.		 5	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – I 	 1998		 6	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - II	 1996-2001		 7	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – III	 1997-2000		 8	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - IV	 1996-1999		 9	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Advisory Group (2004) & Staff 
Core Values Statement	 2004		 10	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Affiliate Agreements	 1997-2001		 11	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - 
Background	 2005		 12	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Bishops: Camp Allen	 2001-2002		 13	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Bishops’ Lunch Agenda	 2003		 14	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Board of Directors Meeting 
Documents and Correspondence	 1996-1999		 15	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Board of Directors & Staff	 2002, 2004	
22	 1	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Board of Trustees (2004)	 2004		 2	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Board of Trustees Meeting & 
Bylaws (2004)	 2003-2004		 3	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Committee Members	 2003		 4	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Daily Encompass	 2003		 5	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Dallas Statement	 1997		 6	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Deputy Calls	 2003		 7	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Diane Knippers Consultant	 		 8	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Diocese of Virginia	 1998-2001		 9	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - 
Encompass	 2000-2004		 10	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 2003	
Episcopal Church – 73rd General 
Convention		 11	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Episcopal Church – 74th  
General Convention	 2003		 12	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Events/Ideas	 1999-2000		 13	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Executive Council Report to 
2003 General Convention	 2002-2003		 14	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Executive Director	 2000-2001		 15	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
General Convention 1997 – 
Planning Notes	 1997		 16	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
General Convention 2003 - 
Team	 2003		 17	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
“God’s Love Changed Me”	 2000		 18	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
History (1996)	 1996, 2004		 19	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Jubilee (1999)	 1999		 20	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Kentucky Chapter	 2004		 21	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Lambeth – Appeal to Primates	 2003		 22	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Legislative Task Force - 
Fellowship	 1999-2003		 23	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Marriage, Family, & Sexuality 
(1990-1997)	 1990-1997	
23	 1	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Marriage, Family, & Sexuality 
(1995-1999)	 1995-1999		 2	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Minutes	 1997-2000		 3	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Mixed Blessings “Why same-
sex blessings will divide the 
church” (2000)	
2000	
	 4	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Network & Structural 
Considerations	 2004	
	 5	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - 
Nomination	 1999-2000		 6	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Plan Talk and Session	 2003		 7	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - 
Planning	 2002-2003		 8	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Regional Conference	 1998		 9	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Strategy (1 of 2)	 1994-1998		 10	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Strategy (2 of 2)	 1997-2000		 11	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Strategy Meetings	 2000-2003		 12	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
VA, Marriage Campaign	 2000		 13	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Virginia Chapter (2001)	 2001-2002	
24	 1	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Virginia Chapter (2002)	 2002		 2	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Volunteer Training	 1994, 1997, 2000		 3	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council – 
Y2K4JC	 2000		 4	 Subject File	 American Anglican Council - 
2005	 2003-2005		 5	 Subject File	 American Anglican 
Council/Episcopalians United	 1999		 6	 Subject File	 Anglican/Roman Catholic	 1995, 2000-
2002		 7	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – Articles on 
AAC Memo 	 2003-2004		 8	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – “Future of 
Anglicanism”	 2002		 9	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – General 
Convention 2000	 1999-2000		 10	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – General 
Convention – 2003 – 
Youth/Young Adults	 2000-2003		 11	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – Global 
Anglican Consultation (July 22-
23 2003)	 2003		 12	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – Lambeth 
Conference – “Missio 
Dei”/Interfaith	 1998		 13	 Subject File	 Anglican Church - 2001-2004	
Miscellaneous	
25	 1	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – Nottingham 
Meeting	 2005		 2	 Subject File	 Anglican Church –Provincial 
Responses	 2005		 3	 Subject File	 Anglican Church - Tanzania	 2005		 4	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – Windsor 
Responses – I	 2004		 5	 Subject File	 Anglican Church – Windsor 
Reponses – II	 2004-2005		 6	 Subject File	 Anglican Church of Canada	 2005		 7	 Subject File	 The Anglican Communion – 
Anglican/Catholic Statement 
6/04	 2004		 8	 Subject File	 The Anglican Communion – 
2003 General Convention 
Fallout	 2003		 9	 Subject File	 Anglican Communion Network 
– Geneva Global INC.	 2004		 10	 Subject File	 Anglican Consultative Council – 
Hong Kong (2002)	 2002		 11	 Subject File	 Anglican Consultative Council – 
Program	 2005		 12	 Subject File	 Anglican Consultative Council – 
Reports	 2005		 13	 Subject File	 Anglican Consultative Council – 
Resolutions	 2004		 14	 Subject File	 Anglican Opinion – Spring 1993	 1992-1993	
26	 1	 Subject File	 Anglican Opinion – Summer 
1993	 1993		 2	 Subject File	 Anglican Opinion – Fall 1993	 1993		 3	 Subject File	 Anglican Primates Statements 
on Broken or Impaired 
Communion	 2003-2004		 4	 Subject File	 Association of Anglican 
Congregations on Mission – 
American Province	 1998-1999		 5	 Subject File	 Abortion	 1997-1998		 6	 Subject File	 Abortions – Partial Birth	 1996-1997		 7	 Subject File	 Action for Cancer Prevention 
Campaign	 		 8	 Subject File	 Action Institute	 1998		 9	 Subject File	 Advocates International	 2002		 10	 Subject File	 AFL-CIQ – “The Bulletin”	 2000		 11	 Subject File	 African Enterprise (1987-1993)	 1987-1993	
	 12	 Subject File	 African Enterprise (1993-1995)	 1993-1995		 13	 Subject File	 AGLOW	 2000, 2002		 14	 Subject File	 AIFLD – Outlook	 1991, 1993		 15	 Subject File	 Aikman, David – The State of 
Religious Freedom Around the 
World	 1993		 16	 Subject File	 All Saints Church	 2000-2002		 17	 Subject File	 Alliance for Marriage	 2001		 18	 Subject File	 Alternate Sexuality	 1991, 1998, 
2000	
27	 1	 Subject File	 American Assembly	 2000		 2	 Subject File	 American Assembly – Religion 
in Public Life – March 2000	 1999-2000		 3	 Subject File	 American Flag	 2001		 4	 Subject File	 Apotemnophilia	 2000-2001		 5	 Subject File	 Argentina	 1996, 1999		 6	 Subject File	 A Rocha	 2003		 7	 Subject File	 Asbury College	 2002		 8	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal	 1999-2002		 9	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal 
– Conference	 2001-2001		 10	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal 
– Family Covenant	 1997-1999		 11	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal 
– Hawaii Case	 1996-1997		 12	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal 
– Hawaii Statement – I 	 1996-1997		 13	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal 
– Hawaii Statement – II	 1997-1999		 14	 Subject File	 Association for Church Renewal 
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● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Rally	of	Capitol	Hill	I	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Rally	at	Capitol	Hill	II	
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● Soviet	Homestays		
● NCCC:	A	Christian’s	Handbook	on	Communism	(1962)	
● Religion	in	Communist	Dominated	Areas	
● Organizations	Aiding	Christians	in	USSR	and	Eastern	Europe		
● Soviet	Union	–	Military	Service	and	Believers		
● Soviet	Union	–	1990	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Guidelines		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Rally	–	May	1,	1987	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Rally	–	May	1,	1987	–	Speeches		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Conference	Coverage		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Adopt-a-Prisoner-Pending		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Christmas	Cards		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Prisoner	Christmas	Card	Program		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Miscellaneous		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Adopt-a-Prisoner	-	Masterlist		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	N-S	–	1989		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	T-Z	–	1989	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Inquiries		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Organizations	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Ukrainian	Scripture	Verses		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Russian	Phrases	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Releases		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	“Adopt”	Packet	–	10/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	H-M	–	1989	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Coverage	–	Rally		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	A-G	–	1989	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Meeting	10/23/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Clippings	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Rally	–	May	1,	1987	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Press	Release	Conference	–	11/19/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Meeting/Agenda	–	10/2/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Meeting	–	9/10/88	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Chautauaua	Conference	–	8/19/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Background	Sheet	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	1987	
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● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	FBI	Letter	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Kharchev	Letter	1/4/89	
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● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	FBI	and	Schifter	Letter	–	11/21/88	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Meeting	–	8/18/88	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Sending	Bibles	into	USSR	–	8/5/88	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Proposed	Trip	to	Soviet	Union		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Meeting	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Adopt-a-Prisoner	Brochure	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Handout	Packet	–	12/7/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Released	Prisoners	I	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Released	Prisoners	II	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Adopt-a-Prisoner	List		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Rally	–	May	1,	1987	–	Irina		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Stationary		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	T-Z	–	1988	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	S	–	1988		
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	N-R	–	1988	
● Soviet	Union	–	Farmer	–	1992		
● Soviet	Union	–	Bible	Translation	
● Soviet	Union	
● Consultation	on	Support	for	Theological	Education	in	the	Former	Soviet	Union		
● Sovietology	–	Fall	of	USSR	
● Soviet	Union	–	Conscientious	Objectors		
● On	Freedom	of	Conscience	and	Religious	Organizations		
● Soviet	Union	–	Visa	Application		
● Society	for	the	Study	of	Religion	Under	Communism		
● Society	for	the	Study	of	Eastern	Orthodoxy	and	Evangelism		
● Soros	Foundation		
● Trans	World	Radio	
● Parachurch	Groups	in	Eastern	European	Missions		
● Teen	Mission	International	
● Russian	Gospel	Ministries		
● USSR	–	Religion	1987-1988	II	
● USSR	–	Hare	Krishnas	
● Soviet	Union	–	Jews		
● Russian	Christian	Radio	–	Mrs.	Pirkko	Poysti	
● Union	Network			Box	145	(USSR	2)	
● 	Slavic	Gospel	Association	–	Breakthrough	
● Freedom	of	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	after	Helsinki	(German)	
● Religious	Minorities	in	the	Soviet	Union	
● Gorbachev/Pope	Summit	
● Soviet	Union	Tour	World	Media	Association	
● Glasnost	–	Gorbachev	I	
● Glasnost	–	Churches	
● Glasnost	–	Counter-Evidences	
● Glasnost	–	Limits	I	
● Glasnost	–	Limits	II	
● Glasnost	–	Religious	Political	Left	
● Glasnost	–	Impact	on	Eastern	Europe	
● OpEds	–	Russia	
● Gorbachev	–	After	Coup	
● Glasnost	–	Gorbachev	II	
● USSR	–	Shipping	Equipment	
● Moscow	Book	Fair	–	September	1989	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Turbulent	Times	for	the	Soviet	Church:	The	Inside	Story-Appendix-Catalogue	of	Christian	Organization	Working	in	the	USSR	
● Denominational	and	Governmental	Leaders	in	the	Soviet	Union	
● Christian	Anti-Communism	Crusade	
● Reagan/Moscow	Summit	
● Reagan	on	Soviet	Human	Rights	
● Ratushins	Kaya,	Irina	–	Poems	
● Soviet	Pentecostal	Emigration	
● Soviet	Religious	Communities	
● Soviet	Union	–	Study	Opportunities	
● Soviet	Religious	Officials	
● USA/USSR	Citizens	Dialogue	
● USSR	–	Atheism	and	Communism	
● USSR	–	Evangelical	Christians	–	Baptists	
● USSR	–	Jehovah’s	Witness	
● USSR	–	Lutherans	
● USSR	–	Mennonites	
● USSR	–	Atheism	and	Christianity	
● USSR	–	Millennial	Celebration	–	Congressional	Resolution	
● USSR	–	Millennial	Celebration	–	US	Churches	
● Rusak,	Vladimir	
● Soviet	Military	Threat	to	Western	Europe	
● United	States	Aid	to	Russia	
● U.	S.	Catholic	Bishops	on	Eastern	Europe	
● Baptist	Aid	to	the	USSR	and	Eastern	Europe	
● Voice	in	the	Wilderness	
● The	Role	of	the	American	Church	
● The	Voice	of	the	Martyrs	(Christian	Missions	to	the	Community)	
● Preusch,	Dana	L.	–	“The	Church	and	Democracy	in	Eastern	Europe”	
● Weigel,	George	–	The	Churches	and	War	in	the	Gulf	
● Finerty,	John	–	Helsinki	Commission	
● Hill,	Kent	–	“And	the	Wall	Come	Tumbling	Down	the	Role	of	Religion	in	the	East	German	Revolution	1989-1990”	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Seminar	on	Religious	Rights	in	the	Soviet	Union	–	White	House	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Russian	Journal	
● Soviet	Pentecostals	–	Emigration	
● Focus	on	the	Family	in	Russia	
● Human	Rights	–	Eastern	Europe	
● Evangelical	Resources	to	Fall	of	Soviet	Union	
● Evangelical	Naiveté	on	Religion	in	the	USSR	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Visa	Application	Materials	–	Russia	Millennial	Tour	
● Eastern	European	Bible	Mission	
● Soviet	Pentecostals	–	Emigration	–	Judiciary	Committee	
● Soviet	Pentecostals	–	Emigration	–	Perchatki	and	Istomin	
● Soviet	Pentecostals	–	Emigration	–	State	Deportment	
● Soviet	Pentecostals	–	Emigration	–	Task	Force	Report	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Churches	
● East	Germany	
● Soviet	Pentecostals	–	Emigration	–	Congress	
● Czechoslouakia	
● Institute	for	East-West	Christian	Studies	I	
● Door	of	Hope	
● Institute	for	the	Study	of	Christianity	and	Marxism	
● Institute	for	East-West	Christian	Studies	II		Box	146	(USSR	3)		
● Soviet	Union	–	Baptist	Prisoners	–	Q/88	
● USSR	–	Religion	and	Education	
● Russia	–	Foreign	Aid	
● Open	Doors	
● Ministries	Behind	the	Iron	Curtain	
● Internet	
● Institute	for	Soviet-American	Relations	
● Keston	College	–	Miscellaneous	II	
● International	Russian	Radio	
● International	Teams	
● Jews	for	Jesus	–	USSR	
● John	Guest	Ministries	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Russia	–	Miscellaneous	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Grants	
● Open	Doors-Bible	Projects	
● Open	Doors	News	Service	–	1986	
● Open	Doors	News	Service	–	1987	
● Open	Doors	News	Service	–	1988	
● Moscow	Project	
● Keston	College	–	Miscellaneous	I	
● Keston	–	Faxes	
● Keston	–	Miscellaneous	
● Keston	–	Suffering	Church	Sunday	Packet	
● Keston	–	The	Right	to	Believe	
● NCCC/WCC	Statements	on	Religion	in	the	USSR	1953-79	
● NCCC/WCC	–	Human	Rights	–	USSR	
● NCCC/USSR	Seminar	Program	–	“Mirror”	
● National	Council	of	Churches	of	Christ	(USA)	on	the	USSR	
● National	Council	of	Churches	of	Christ	(USA)	Pre-1985	Statements	
● Nazarene	Church	–	USSR	
● CAREE	–	Conference	Notes	and	Materials	
● CAREE	II	
● CAREE	I	
● Romania	
● Rusak,	Vladimir	
● Russian	Religion	Activities	
● West	and	Religion	in	the	Soviet	Union	–	Assistance,	Concerns	
● West	German	Work	for	Religion	Liberty	in	Eastern	Europe	
● White	House	Seminar	on	Religious	Freedom	in	USSR	
● Religious	Freedom	East	&	West:	Human	Rights	Issues	for	the	80s	Conference	July	1983	I	
● Religious	Freedom	East	&	West:	Human	Rights	Issues	for	the	80s	Conference	July	1983	II	
● National	Council	of	Churches:	USSR	III	
● National	Council	of	Churches:	USSR	II	
● National	Council	of	Churches:	USSR	I	
● Butchenko,	Yuv		Box	147	(USSR	4)		
● Religious	Liberty:	East	Germany	
● Religious	Liberty:	Lithuania	
● Religious	Liberty:	Bulgaria	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	(Furor	Report)	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	USSR	
● Religious	Liberty:	Czechoslovakia	
● Religious	Liberty:	Eastern	Europe	
● Reagan	Visit	May	1988	Pentecostals	
● Youth	and	Religion	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	I	
● Vatican		
● Armenian	Patriarchy	
● Azerbaijan	
● Baptists	
● Bulgaria	
● Belorussia	
● Soviet	News:	1998	Vol.	IV	
● Romania	
● European	Community	1992	
● Mark	Elliott	
● USSR	Christian	Resource	Center	
● Foreign	Affairs	–	W/US	
● Electronics	–	USSR	
● Democratic	Reformers	
● Democracy	in	the	USSR	
● Democracy	+	Reform	in	Eastern	Europe	
● Democratic	Union	
● Future	of	USSR	Speculations	
● Trade	with	the	Soviet	Union		
● Legislation/States	
● Romania	4/90	
● Photo:	Irinn	Rat	
● PF:	Lithuanian	Catholic	Church		Box	148	(USSR	5)		
● USSR	Coup	and	Transition	
● Christian	Democrats	(Europe)	
● USSR-Communist	Party	
● Yakunin/Edelshtein	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Eastern	Europe	
● Soviet	Union	–	Events	of	December	1991	
● Yeltsin	Post	–	CIS	Format	
● Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	–	Nuclear	Quotations	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Demands	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	KGB	
● Vestnik	of	Christian	Information	Center	I	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Bulletin	of	Department	of	External	Church	Relations	
● Georgia	–	Baptists	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	Defense	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Revival	of	Monasticism	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Submission	to	the	Kremlin	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Post-USSR	
● Russia	–	Military	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Glasnost	
● Russia	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	General	File	I	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	General	File	II	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Shibaev	Interview	1989	
● Uzbekistan	
● Ukraine	–	Religious	Freedom	and	Human	Rights	
● Ukraine	–	Environment	Movement	
● Ukraine	I	
● Ukraine	II	
● USSR	Religion	
● Batalden,	Stephen	–	“Colportage	and	the	Distribution	of	Holy	Scripture	in	the	Late	Imperial	Russia	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	USSR	
● United	States	Information	Agency	
● Estonian	Council	of	Churches	
● USSR	–	Church	Growth	
● Interreligious	Tension	and	Cooperation	
● Soviet	Union	–	United	Methodist	Missionaries	
● Soviet	Union	–	Emigration	Procedures	
● United	Way	–	USSR	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	–	Newswire	
● Maclellan	Foundation	
● Ukraine	Family	Bible	Association	
● Gulf	War	–	White	House	
● Overseas	Council	
● Citizens	Democracy	Corps	–	Compendium:	U.	S.	Nonprofit	Assistance	to	Central	and	Eastern	Europe	and	The	Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	Vol.	1	II	
● Citizens	Democracy	Corps	–	Compendium:	U.	S.	Nonprofit	Assistance	to	Central	and	Eastern	Europe	and	The	Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	Vol.	1	I	
● Citizens	Democracy	Corps	–	Compendium:	U.	S.	Nonprofit	Assistance	to	Central	and	Eastern	Europe	and	The	Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	Vol.	2	
● Russian	Orthodox	Seminaries	
● Russia	–	Spiritual	Vacuum	and	Revival	
● USSR	–	Statistics	on	Churches	and	Christians		Box	149	(USSR	6)		
● Blank	I	
● Blank	II	
● Blank	III	
● Blank	IV	
● Pheonix	Publishes-Moscow	
● Latvia	
● Albania	
● Hungary	
● Poland	
● Soviet	Union	–	1991	
● Eastern	Europe	–	1990	
● IRD-Religious	Freedom	Award	–	1990	
● Ogorodnikov,	Alexander	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	Program	and	Speaker	Bios	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	Press	Release	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	Conference	–	Preparation	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	Conference	–	Correspondence	with	Speaker	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	Conference	–	Biographies	of	Speakers	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	–	Award	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1992	–	Yakunin,	Gleb	Conference	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1990	–	Gheorghita,	Nicobe	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1987	–	Irina	Ratushinskaya	
● Kishouvsky,	Leonid	
● Capitalism	and	Socialism	–	A	Reconsideration-Ecumeneal	Review:	Summer	1991	
● Hruby,	Blahoslav	Bolgn	(RCDA)	
● Sarrisian,	Alexander	Antoliviah	
● Sherardnadze	
● One	Time	Wanders	
● Ukraine	
● Ukraine	
● Soviet	Emigration	
● History	
● Eastern	Europe	Council	
● Czechislorakia	
● Mainline	Churches	–	Religion	in	the	Soviet	Union	
● Mainline	Churches	Aid	to	the	USSR	
● Mennonites	on	the	Cross	
● More	than	Just	a	Constitution:	The	Future	of	Democracy	in	Russia	and	America	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	USSR	–	KGB	
● Armenia	
● Tartars	
● Monasteries	
● Baltic	Republics	
● Oconnor	John	on	Religious	Freedom	in	USSR	
● Hill,	Kent	Writings	from	Moscow	
● Western	Church	Aid	
● Orthodox	Reaction	to	Western	Evangelism	in	Russia	
● Western	Evangelism	in	Eastern	Europe/Russia		Box	150	(USSR	7)		
● Millenium	
● Society	“Open	Christianity”	I	
● Society	“Open	Christianity”	II	
● Gulf	War	–	Denominational	Responses	I	
● Gulf	War	–	Just	War/Pacifist	Positions	
● Gulf	War	–	Articles	–	Secular	
● Gulf	War	–	Denominational	Responses	II	
● United	Methodist	Church	on	the	USSR	I	
● United	Methodist	Church	on	the	USSR	II	
● United	Methodist	Church	on	the	USSR	III	
● United	Methodist	Church	on	the	USSR	IV	
● SMDH	
● Uncaptive	Minds	–	March	1990-July	1990	
● Russia,	Yeltsin	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	&	Fr.	Gleb	Yakunin	
● Stolyavov,	Nikolai	
● Nezhnyi,	Alexander	
● Yakolev,	Alexander	
● Kusnetsov,	(Sergei	Vladimirovich)	
● Solzhenitsyn,	Alexander	
● Rozenbaum,	Yuri	–	Soviet	Government	+	Church	1985	
● Ratushinskaya,	Irina	Articles	
● Regelson,	Lev	(Russia	Before	the	Eyes	of	God	–	1987)	
● Rutushinskaya,	Irna	
● Rodzianko,	Vladimir	
● Archbishop	Kyrill	of	Smolenck	
● Kazachkor	Mikhall	
● World	Vision	
● The	Youth	Publisher	
● Youth	with	a	Mission	(YWAM)	
● Klorld	Help	
● World	Bible	Translation	Center	
● World	without	Klar	Council	
● Rodgers	Rer	Dicik	
● Sakharor,	Andrei	
● Roberts,	Rcchard	
● Political	Groups		Box	151	(USSR	8)		
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	–	1985	v.	2-1985	v.	6	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	–	1987	v.	5-1988	v.	3	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	–	1986	v.	6-1987	v.	4	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	–	1986	v.	1-1986	v.	5	
● USSR	–	Proposed	Reforms	
● USSR	–	New	Communist	Party	Charter	
● USSR	–	Political	Right	
● Soviet	Union	–	Pentecostal	Emigration	I	
● Soviet	Union	–	Important	Political	Development	
● USSR	–	“Memorial”	
● Christian	Democratic	Union	–	Ogorodnikow	–	Bulletin	of	Christian	Opinion	
● “Breaking	the	Chains	of	Communism”	Washington	Times	(12/15/1989)	
● Christian	Democratic	Union	–	Aksioutchits,	Viktor	
● Soviet	Union	–	Break-up	
● Arbat	(Moscow)	Handouts	–	Antigovernment	
● USSR-The	Truth	About	the	Past	(Religious	Freedom)	
● Trotsky	
● USSR	–	Totalitarianism	
● Soviet	Union	–	1930s	Naivite	on	Soviet	Union	
● USSR	–	Western	Analysis	on	Political	Development	
● USSR	–	Western	Analysis	on	Political	Development	in	the	USSR	
● USSR	–	USSS		
● Ogorodnikov	–	Bulletin	of	Christian	Opinion	I	
● Ogorodnikow	–	Bulletin	of	Christian	Opinion	II	
● Christian	Democratic	Union	–	Ogorodnikov	II	
● Christian	Democratic	Union	–	Ogorodnikov	I	
● Soviet	Union	–	“IRF”	
● “Monitor”	I	
● “Monitor”	II	
● USSR	–	Christians	in	Politics	
● USSR	–	Communist	Party	Archives	
● USSR	–	Coup	(Aug	1991)	&	Subsequent	Development	
● Christian	Democratic		Union	–	Ogorodnikov	–	Bulletin		of	Christian	Opinion	
● USSR	–	Anti-Government	Protests	
● USSR	–	Stalin	and	Lenin	
● Soviet	Union	–	Emigration	
● Keston	College	–	Christian	Prisoners	in	the	USSR	1983/4	
● The	Left’s	Response	to	the	Demise	of	Marxism	
● Critique/Demise	of	Marxism	
● Ogurtsov,	Igor	
● Negotiation	With	Soviets	–	1985	
● NBC	Religious	Special:	“The	Church	of	the	Russians”	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	1985-1987		Box	152	(USSR	9)		
● USSR	–	Pentecostals	I	
● USSR	–	Pentecostals	II	
● USSR	–	Seventh-Day	Adventists	
● Christian	Democrats	–	Lithuania	
● USSR	–	Coup	Events	
● Soviet	Union	–	Union	Treaty	
● Soviet	Union	–	Summit:	Gorbachev/Bush	
● USSR	–	Shift	to	Hardline	Policy	
● Soviet	Union	–	Presidential	System	(March	14,	1990)	
● Russia	–	Education	
● Soviet	Union	–	Worker	Unrest	
● Soviet	Union	–	Western	Aid	to	Soviet	Economy	
● Soviet	Union	–	Private	Property	
● Free	Marker	Foundation:	USSR	
● Friends	of	the	Soul	of	Russia	Newsletter	
● Friends	in	the	West	
● Soviet	Union	–	Soviet	Films	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Poland	
● USSR	–	Protestants	
● Russia/US	Relations	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Interconfessional	Dialogue	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Patriarch	Alexi	
● Russia	–	Coup	Aftermath	
● Russia	–	Ethnic/Republic	Issues	
● Russia	–	Foreign	Affairs	
● Russia	–	Yeltsin,	Boris	–	Reform	
● Russia	–	Yeltsin,	Boris	–	Congress	
● Russia	–	Economic	Issues	
● Soviet	Union	–	Health	Care	
● Communist	Fronts	
● Soviet	Union	–	“Repentance”	Video	
● Soviet	Union	–	Food	Shortages	
● TEFL	Opportunities	in	the	USSR	and	Eastern	Europe	
● Soviet	and	East	European	Studies	in	the	US	
● Wheaton/Moscow	State	University	Exchange	–	August	1990	
● Boiter,	Albert	
● Russian	Center	for	Democracy	and	Religion	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Bible	Societies	
● US	Commission	on	Security	and	Cooperation	in	Europe	
● Soviet	Union	–	Religious	Law	
● Soviet	Union	–	Human	Rights	Reports	
● Soviet	Union	–	Gulf	War	
● USSR	–	Legislation	
● Russia	–	Monarchist	Movements	
● Soviet	Union	–	Multiparty	System	
● Soviet	Union	–	Pamyat	
● Soviet	Coup	and	Callapse	
● USSR	–	Roman	Catholics	
● USSR	–	Ukrainian	Autocephalous	Orthodox	Church	
● USSR	–	Unregistered	Baptists	
● USSR	–	Pentecostals	–	“Jesus	Only”	
● Christian	Cinema	Association	of	Russia	
● Ukrainian	National	Association	
● Center	of	Evangelism	–	Moscow	
● Demokratizatsiya	
● USSR	–	Nazarenes	
● USSR	–	“Old	Believers”	
● Nigeria	–	Religious	Liberty	
● God	is	Alive	–	Novosibirsk	
● Russia	–	Court	Issues	
● Russia	
● Ukraine	–	Independence	Vote	
● Russian/USSR	Conflicts	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Statistics	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	–	Contemporary	Issues	
● International	Conference	on	Soviet	Active	Measures	and	Propaganda	in	the	Gorbachev	Era	
● American	Latvian	Association	
● Congress	of	Russians,	Inc.	
● Joint	Baltic	American	National	Committee	
● National	Council	to	Support	the	Democracy	Movements	in	the	USSR	
● Czechoslovakian	National	Council	of	America	
● Ukrainian	Congress	Committee	of	America	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	–	Strategic	Prayer	
● Tajikistan	
● Russia	–	Recovery	of	Religious	Thought	
● USSR	–	Persecution	of	Christians	–	Pre-Gorbachev	Era	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	–	Send	the	Light	Project		Box	153	(USSR	10)		
● USSR	–	Anti-Semitism	
● Peter	Deyneka	Russian	Ministries	
● Slavic	Missionary	Service	
● Overseas	Ministry	Study	Center	
● St.	Sophia:	Religious	Association	of	Ukrainian	Catholics	in	Canada	
● Religious	Books	for	Russia	
● Methodists	in	Mission	to	the	Soviet	Union	
● Gorbachev	Resignation/Early	Russia	Post-USSR	
● Russia	–	Reactions	to	Reform	
● Vestnik	of	Christian	Information	Center	II	
● Russia	–	Religion	
● Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	–	Military	Issues	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	–	Materials	
● Soviet	Union	–	Student	Exchange	Programs	
● United	States	Catholic	Conference	–	Eastern	Europe	
● Salvation	Army	–	Eastern	Europe	
● Saints	Cyril	and	Methodius	Center	–	Belgium	
● Operation	Family	(Australia)	
● Eastern	College	–	Russian	Initiative	
● Moral	Rearmament	in	Eastern	Europe	and	the	USSR	
● Secular	Study	Opportunities	Soviet	Union	
● Bulletin	of	the	Christina	Community	(Russian)	I	
● Bulletin	of	the	Christina	Community	(Russian)	II	
● Religion	in	Communist	Lands	–	Winter	1987-Summer	1988	
● Religion	in	Communist	Lands	–	Winter	1986-Summer	1987	
● People	to	People	Fundraising	Caravan	
● Institute	for	the	Study	of	Conflict,	Ideology	&	Policy	at	Boston	University	–	Perspective	
● Soviet	Union	–	Western	Media	
● Soviet	Union	–	Technology	
● Eastern	European	Seminary	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Independent	Associations	
● East	European	Harvest	
● Russia	–	Economic	Reforms	
● USSR	–	Religion	1987-88	I	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Brochures	
● US	–	Soviet	Citizens	Dialogue	Committee	
● USSR	–	Ukrainian	Catholics	I	
● USSR	–	Petition	Drive	for	Soviet	Religious	Prisoners	
● USSR	–	Ukrainian	Orthodox	Church	
● Winokur,	Marshall	
● Henry,	Catherine	
● Western	Broadcasting	–	Soviet	Response	
● USSR	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Christians	Associated	for	Relationships	with	Eastern	Europe	
● Institute	of	Soviet	and	Eastern	European	Studies	–	Information	Resource	File	–	January	1990-January	1991	
● Institute	of	Soviet	and	Eastern	European	Studies	–	Information	Resource	File	–	March	1991-	August	1991	
● Institute	of	Soviet	and	Eastern	European	Studies	–	Information	Resource	File	–	September	1991-January	1992	
● Christian	Rescue	Effort	for	the	Emancipation	of	Dissidents	
● USSR	Christian	Resource	Center		Box	154	(USSR	11)		
● Soviet	Union	–	Pentecostal	Emigration	II	
● Moldavian	Council	on	Religious	Affairs	
● USSR	–	Academy	of	Science	–	Religion	in	Scholarship	
● Anti-Nuclear	Movement	
● Soviet	Press	and	Religion	
● Soviet	Union	–	Council	for	Religious	Affairs	
● Washington	Times	–	“Soviets	Selective”	April	14,	1988	
● Ukraine	
● Moscow	Summit	–	US	Church	Vigils	and	Statements	
● Religion	in	Communist	Dominated	Areas	
● Slavic	Reference	Service	–	University	of	Illinois	
● St.	James	Bible	College	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	
● Transnational	Institute	
● Project	Care	
● Soviet	Union	–	Council	on	Religious	Affairs	on	Religion	
● Soviet	Union	–	Economic	Development	
● KGB	–	After	Coup	
● Glasnost	–	KGB	
● Soviet	Journals	–	General	
● “The	Express	Chronicle”	
● Glasnost	
● The	Samizdat	Bulletin	
● Soviet	Union	–	International	Monetary	Fund	Status	
● Soviet	Union	–	Housing	Policy	
● G-7	Summit	
● Soviet	Union	–	Economic	and	Labor	Problems	
● KGB	
● Soviet	Culture	
● Christian	Arts	Festival	–	St.	Petersburg	
● Soviet	Union	–	Disinformation	to	Western	Visitors	
● Soviet	Union	–	Disinformation	
● Soviet	Union	–	Psychiatric	Internment	
● Soviet	Union	–	Psychiatric	Abuse	
● Ethnic	Unrest	
● Estonia	–	Nationalities	
● Soviet	Union	–	Nationalities	
● Russian	Language	Material	–	Miscellaneous	
● Russia	–	Prison	Fellowship	
● Soviet	Union	–	Prisoners	
● Soviet	Union	–	Most	Favored	Nation	Status	
● Soviet	Union	–	Labor	Unions	
● Soviet	Union	–	Joint	Ventures	Business	and	Investment	
● Russian	Language	–	Religious	Phrases	and	Vocabulary	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Bibliographies	–	“Religion	Behind	the	Iron	Curtain”	and	“East-West	Church	Relations”	
● Soviet	Union	–	Independent	Organizations	
● Zelinsky,	Aksyuchits	
● “Voskresenic”	–	Weekly	Christian-Democrat	Organization	
● Vatican	–	Russia	
● Truth	and	the	Life	(Russian)	
● Russia	–	Unification	Church	
● Society	of	St.	Stephen	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	–	Anita	Deyneka	
● Valaam	Society	of	America	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Delegation	to	USSR	
● Across	Frontiers	
● Underground	Evangelism	
● Secular	Study	Opportunities	Eastern	Europe	
● Christian	Study	Opportunities	Soviet	Union	and	Eastern	Europe	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	–	August	1988-November	1988	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	–	December	1987-July	1988	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	–	October	1986-October	1987	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	–	April	1985-August	1986	
● Eyes	to	See,	Ears	to	Hear	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	–	November	1982-February	1985		Box	155	(USSR	12)		
● Czechoslovakia	
● Czechoslovakia	–	Religion	
● East	Germany	
● Eastern	Europe	I	
● East	Europe	II	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Religion	
● Romania	–	Religion	I	
● Romania	–	Religion	II	
● Albania	–	Religion	
● Bulgaria	
● Bulgaria	–	Religion	
● Persian	Gulf	War	–	Responses	
● Albania	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	Rally	–	May	1,	1988	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Background	Sheet	
● Christian	College	Coalition	–	USSR	
● Bibles	for	Russia	
● Christus	dem	Osten	(German)	
● American	Russian	Institute	
● Aide	aux	Croyants	de	l’USSR	(French)	
● Soviet	Union	–	Religion	and	Glasnost	
● Latvia	
● Kirghizia	
● Kazakhstan	
● Russia	–	Evangelical/Orthodox	Conflicts	
● Central	Asian	Republics	
● Byelorussia	
● Visits	International	for	Soviets	and	Americans	
● US	Soviet	Citizens	Dialogue	Committee	
● Pentecostal	Emigration	Crisis	
● Russia	
● Moldavia	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Christianity	
● USSR	–	Korean	Christians	
● Soviet	Union	–	Religious	Revival	
● Lithuania	–	Independence	I	
● Lithuania	–	Independence	II	
● Holy	Archangels	Orthodox	Christian	Broadcasting	Center	
● Russia	–	New	Age	
● Persian	Gulf	War	–	Op-Eds	
● Ruban,	Petro	–	Ukrainian	Human	Rights	Monitor	
● Committee	for	US-USSR	Citizens	Dialogue	
● Lithuania	
● Russian	Orthodoxy	–	Millennial	Celebration	
● Solovky	Bishops	
● Soviet	Union	–	Muslims	
● USSR	–	Ethnic	Germans		Box	156	(USSR	13)	
● Russian	Law	on	Freedom	of	Conscience	
● Regional	Issues	–	1991	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Evangelicals	and	Orthodox	
● Eastern	Europe	
● Bourdeaux,	Michael	
● Bourdeaux,	Michael	II	
● Barinov,	Valerie	
● Bociurkiw,	Bohdan	–	Izvestia	Piece	
● Russian	Material	–	Miscellaneous	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Soviet	Union	
● Kennan,	George	F.	
● Dunlop,	John	
● Eastern	Europe	–	Bible/Literature	Opportunities	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Miscellaneous	–	Moscow	–	September	1989	
● Russia	Book	Project	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	March	1980-August	1980	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	September	1980-February	1981	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	March	1981-October	1981	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	November	1981-April	1982	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	May	1982-October	1982	
● Soviet	Union	–	Laws	Restricting	Religion	
● Religious	Literature	for	the	USSR	
● Intervarsity	–	USSR	
● Light	in	the	East	
● Sawatsky,	Walter	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Russia	
● Lutherans	–	USSR	
● Soviet	Union	–	Christian	Publishing	Opportunities	
● USSR	–	Charity	
● Interlegal	Research	Center,	Moscow	
● Ukrainian	Bible	Society	–	Kiev	
● FHL	Fund	
● Indigenous	Mission	Groups	
● St.	Petersburg	Theological	Seminary	
● Russian-American	Press	and	Information	Center	
● “Svet	Evangelia”	–	Gospel	Light	Missionary	Society	
● Chicago	Latvian	Newsletter	–	United	Latvian	Association	of	Chicago	
● Open	Christianity	
● Higher	School	of	Religion	and	Philosophy	–	St.	Petersburg	
● Lithuanian	Catholic	Religious	Aid	and	Lithuanian	Information	Center	
● St.	George’s	Pathfinders	
● Association	of	Christian	Businessmen	of	the	USSR	
● Word	of	Life	–	Tallinn,	Estonia	
● United	States	–	Baltic	Foudation	
● Perchatkin,	Boris	
● Poland	
● Poland	–	Solidarity	
● Polish	Food	Aid	
● Hungary	–	Religion	
● Yugoslavia	–	Religion		Box	157	(USSR	14)	
● Soviet	Union	–	Military	
● Soviet	Union	–	Intelligentsia	
● The	Orthodox	Church	
● Soviet	Union	–	World	Peace	Council	
● Soviet	Union	–	Evangelism	Opportunities	
● Tent-Making	Opportunities	in	the	USSR	and	Eastern	Europe	
● Soviet	Union	–	Evangelism	–	Training	and	Opportunities	
● Russia	–	Childrens	Evangelism	
● Christian	Mission	Agencies	Active	in	Eastern	Europe	
● Ukraine	–	Nationalities	
● Glasnost	–	Impact	on	Nationalities	
● Nationalities	and	Religion	
● Lithuania	–	Nationalities	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	1988-1989	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	1989-1990	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	1990-1991	
● Kennan	Institute	for	Advanced	Russian	Studies	
● Eastern	European	Citizens	Take	Initiative	(German)	
● Pospielovsky,	Dimitri	
● Yakonin,	Gleb	
● Yugoslavia	
● Volotkin	–	Leningrad	Pravda	Piece	
● Yugoslavia	–	Democracy	Appeal	1987	
● Bulgaria	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	1992-1993	
● Law	of	the	Russian	Soviet	Federative	Socialist	Republic	on	Freedom	of	Worship	
● American	Committee	for	Liberation	
● American	Association	for	the	Advancement	of	Slavic	Studies	
● A	Biographic	Directory	of	100	Leading	Soviet	Officials	
● Bulletin	of	Christian	Opinion	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1979-1982	v.	4	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1982	v.	5-1983	v.	3	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1984	v.	3-1985	v.	1	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1983	v.	4-1984	v.	2	
● United	States	Department	of	State-Atlas	of	the	Soviet	Union	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1988	v.	4-1989	v.	2	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1989	v.	3-1990	v.	1	
● Baptist	Journal	(Russian)	1990	v.	2-1991	v.	1		Box	158	(USSR	15)	
● Gulf	War	–	Denominational	Responses	
● Gulf	War	–	Lutheran	
● Gulf	War	–	Churches	
● Gulf	War	–	Episcopal	Church	
● Gulf	War	–	Editorials	
● Gulf	War	–	United	Church	of	Christ	
● Gulf	War	–	Baptists	
● Gulf	War	–	Presbyterian	
● Gulf	War	–	Articles	from	Christian	Magazines	
● Gulf	War	–	Articles	II	
● Gulf	War	–	Articles	I	
● Gulf	War	–	United	Methodist	Church	
● Gulf	War	–	Catholics	I	
● Gulf	War	–	Catholics	II	
● Gulf	War	–	Miscellaneous/Church	
● Gulf	War	–	Just	War	
● Gulf	War	–	World	Council	of	Churches	
● Scherer,	James	A.	–	Interviews	wit	Soviet	Officials	and	Dissidents	
● Soviet	Christians	–	How	to	Help	
● Glasnost	–	Reasons	
● Glasnost	–	The	Problem	with	Half	Measures	
● Glasnost	–	Press	
● Glasnost	–	Political	Impact	in	the	USSR	
● Glasnost	–	Western	Responses	
● Glasnost	–	Far-Right	Reponses	
● Gorbachev,	Mikhail	
● Glasnost	–	Future	
● Russia	–	Miscellaneous	
● Janssen	Al	–	Trip	Report	–	February/March	1989	
● De	Burght	Consultation	–	January	1988	
● Making	the	Case	against	the	War:	The	Oldline	Church	Community	and	the	Persian	Gulf	Crisis	
● Celebration	Travel	
● Mission	Aviation	Fellowship	–	Trip	August	1992	
● Project	Christian	Bridge	
● USSR	Trip	–	August	28-September	12,	1991	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Russia	Trip	–	March/April	1988	
● Keston	Canada	–	Trip	to	USSR	
● Wolf,	Frank	–	CSI	Delegation	–	July	1988	
● Glasnost	–	Gorbachev	III	
● Prison	Fellowship	International	in	USSR		Box	159	(USSR	16)	
● Soviet	Union	–	Freedom	of	Conscience	Law	
● Christian	Video	Materials	for	the	USSR	
● Keston	College	
● Soviet	Union	–	Visa	Application	
● Soviet	Union	–	Buddhists	
● Handbook	for	Christian	Travelers	to	the	USSR	
● The	Baltics	
● Azerbaijan	
● Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	
● Emigration	–	Sidney	Heitman	
● Jewish	Emigration	
● Estonia	
● Young	Communists	
● Russia	–	Roman	Catholics	
● Soviet	Union	–	Ukrainian	Catholics	
● Will,	Herman	
● Guidebook	for	Soviet	Emigres	
● Soviet	Union	–	Visas	
● Russian	Emigres	in	the	US	
● Georgia	–	Nationalities	
● Soviet	Union	–	Dissidents	
● Soviet	Union	–	Ecological	Issues	
● Soviet	Union	–	Dissidents	
● Russia	–	Christian	Business	Influence	
● Soviet	Union	–	Currency	Reform	
● Propkov,	Viktor	
● Savchencko,	Sergi	
● Mari,	Harland	
● Menn,	Alexander	
● Potapov,	Aksyuchits	–	“Voskhod”	
● Kuts,	Ivan	
● Soviet	Union	–	Suspicious	Deaths/Murders	
● Kostava,	Merab	
● Soviet	Union	–	Arts	
● Soviet	Union	–	Censorship	
● Soviet	Union	–	Cities:	Leningrad,	Moscow	
● Russia	–	Christian	Influence	on	Law	
● Americans	for	Soviet	Muslim	Rights	
● Helsinki	Commission	
● Schifter,	Richard	–	Human	Rights	in	the	USSR	
● Soviet	Union	–	Adoption	
● Soviet	Union	–	Human	Rights	–	1989-1990	I	
● Helsinki	Watch	–	New	Citizenship	Laws	in	the	Republics	of	the	Former	USSR	
● Soviet	Union	–	Freedom	of	Conscience	–	New	Law	–	October	1,	1990	
● Soviet	Union	–	Criminal	Code:	Changes	Affecting	Believers	
● Soviet	Union	–	Church	Registration	
● Religion	and	the	Law	in	the	Commonwealth	of	independent	States	and	the	Baltic	Nations	
● Soviet	Union	–	Human	Rights	and	Glasnost	
● Helsinki	Watch	
● Christian	Democratic	Organization	of	Russia	
● Evangelicals	with	Higher	Degrees	in	Soviet	and	East	European	Studies	
● Publishers/Distributers	of	Religious	Literature	in	the	Russian	Language	
● Russia	–	Draft	Constitution	
● Soviet	Union	–	Human	Rights	1989-1990	II	
● Polish	Ecumenical	Council	
● American	Committee	on	East-West	Accord	
● Christian	Actions	on	Fellow	Believers	–	Miscellaneous	
● Word	to	Russia	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Coalition	Addresses	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Release	–	12/11/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Conference	Remarks	–	12/7/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–Press	Conference	–	12/7/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Memo	Re:	Press	Conference	–	12/15/87	
● Institute	for	Soviet	and	East	European	Studies	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Conference	–	12/7/87	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Miscellaneous	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Meeting	–	10/30/90	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	Press	Mailing	–	5/19/88	
● White	House	Briefing	5/3/88	and	Coalition	Notes	
● Keston	College	Prisoner	Updates	
● Prisoner	List	–	Updated	–	Condensed	
● Occasional	Papers	on	Religion	in	Eastern	Europe	
● Religion	in	Communist	Dominated	Areas	
● Religious	Books	for	Russia	
● Open	Doors	
● Persian	Gulf	
● Eastern	Europe	–	1992	
● Russian	Translators	
● International	Parliamentary	Group		Box	160	(USSR	17)	
● Religious	Freedom	East	and	West	Conf.	1983	
● Holy	Synod	
● Paris	Human-Rights	
● Hungary/Poland	
● Broadcasting	
● Buddhists	
● Bulgaria	
● Helsinki	Watch	
● Return	of	Churches	
● Russian	Orthodox	Church	II	
● April	1989	–	USSR	Trip	
● Human	Rights	USSR	
● Legal	Reform	
● Moldavia	
● Russian	Reb	I	
● Albania	
● Armenia	
● Council	on	Religious	
● Conference	of	European	Churches	
● Congress	of	Peoples	Deputies	
● Culture	and	Relgion	
● Czechoslovakia	
● Assessing	Freedom	
● “After	the	Millenium	Conf.	Sept	1989	
● General	Church	
● Religion	–	USSR	Today	Media	Reports	
● Slepak	Foundation	
● Foreign	Language	News	Clippings	I	
● Foreign	Language	News	Clippings	II	
● Foreign	Language	News	Clippings	III	
● Religion	in	USSR	
● Soviet	Union	Conf.	9/90	
● Romania	Photos	
● Kent	Photos	from	Russia	
● Soviet	Union	Trip(s)	
● PF:	Coalition	Xians	in	USSR	
● June	1988	(R+D)	
● Demonstrations	
● Dissident	Writings/Speeches	
● Poland	–	Religion:	Matejzuk	Case	
● Latvia	
● Georgia	
● History	
● USSR	Today	2/26/89	
● Rel.	in	USSR,	1975	
● Radio	Free	Europe	
● Joshua	House	(Austin,	TX)	
● Keston	Faxes	
● Billy	Graham	–	USSR	
● Yakumiv/Bdelshtan	Aug	4,	89	
● Sov.	Emigraben	
● Wurmbrand	
● KGB	Connection	
● Charity	
● Jews/Emmigration	
● Labor	Camps	
● Estonia	
● Ethnic	Question	
● Glasnost	1988	
● Religion	and	Law	in	the	Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	
● Religious	Liberty:	Albania		Box	161	(USSR	18)	
● Keston	News	Service	–	September	1989-May	1990	
● Keston	News	Service	–	December	1988-August	1989	
● Uncaptive	Minds	–	April	1988-February	1989	
● Keston	News	Service	–	June	1990-December	1990	
● Keston	News	Service	–	May	1985-January	1987	
● Keston	News	Service	–	February	1987-February	1987	
● Committee	for	July	26	
● Emigration	
● Keston	News	Service	–	February	1988-November	1988	
● Grenada	I	
● Grenada	II	
● Grenada	III	
● Lithuania	–	Churches	
● Lithuania	–	Catholics	
● Armenian	Apostolic	Church	
● Armenian	Orthodox	Church	
● Latvia	–	Catholics	
● Russia	–	Social	Issues	
● Nuclear	Issues	
● Russia	–	Economic	Aid	From	West	
● Soviet	Union	–	Nationalities	
● Byeluruss	–	Catholics	
● Georgian	Orthodox-Apostolic	Church	
● Russian	Archives	
● Latvia	–	Churches	
● Ukraine	–	Churches	
● Georgian	Orthodox	Church	
● Estonia	–	Methodists	
● Commonwealth	of	Independent	States	
● Soviet	Union	–	Gorbachev	
● Lithuania	–	Orthodox	
● Armenia	
● Russian	School	of	Norwich	University	
● St.	Vladimir’s	Seminary	Press	
● Slavic	Gospel	Association	
● Miscellaneous	
● Psychiatry	–	Abuse	of	
● Index	+	News	
● Party	Conference	
● Soviet	Press		Box	162	(USSR	19)	
● Romania	I	
● Romania	II	
● Soviet	Union	–	Religion	
● Poland	–	Religion	
● Poland	–	Religion	
● Hungary	
● East	Germany	–	Religion	
● Lithuania	
● Open	Doors	–	Miscellaneous	
● Keston	College	(USA)	
● Keston	–	Booklets	
● Keston	–	Publicity	
● The	American	Collegiate	Consortium	for	East-West	Cultural	and	Academic	Exchange	–	Orientation	Handbook		-	1991-92	
● Open	Doors	News	Brief	
● Elliot,	Mark	–	1989	and	on	
● Elliot,	Mark	–	Bibliography	
● Elliot,	Mark	
● Licht	im	Osten	
● Unregistered	Evangelical	Journal	
● Keston	–	Telexes	
● USSR	–	Research	and	Surveys	on	Atheism	and	Religious	Beliefs	
● Ussr	–	Methodists	
● Blagovest:	A	Monthly	Orthodox	Almanac	
● Christian	News	
● Science	and	Religion	
● Unofficial	Baptist	Youth	Magazine	
● Democracy	Corps	
● All-Union	Evangelical	Council	Info	Bulletin	
● USSR	–	Discussion	with	Atheists	
● USSR	–	Mormons	
● Dansk	Europamission	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	1988	–	A-G	
● Melnick,	A.	James	–	Soviet	Anti-Religion:	Its	Structure	and	Strategy	
● Nevsky	Religious	Bulletin	–	Orthodox	–	Leningrad	
● Coalition	for	Solidarity	with	Christians	in	the	USSR	–	1988	–	H-M	
● Religion	in	Communist	Lands	–	Autumn	1988-Winter	1988	
● Religion	in	Communist	Lands	–	Summer	1985-Summer	1986		Box	163	(USSR/SA)	
● Religious	Liberty:	Cuba	
● Religious	Liberty:	Cuba	
● Bishops	Nicaragua	Tour	Minnick	–	UM	
● Conciliar	Review	Issues	II	
● Conciliar	Review	Issues	I	
● Cuba	–	Religious	Liberty	+	BOGM	
● Lithuania	
● Central	America	Discussion/Exchange	Washington	DC	3/16/88	
● Census	
● Central	America	–	Focus	
● Central	America	–	Update	
● Central	America	Transcript	Nashville,	TN	1-12-86	
● Central	America	Tour	
● Central	America	Trip	1987	
● State	of	Church	Article	–	NCC	
● Liberation	Theology	
● Nicaraguan	Refugee	Camp	Video	Tape	Script	2/85	
● News	Release	Sanctuary	6/1/87	
● Sanctuary	Survey	Card	Count	
● Sanctuary	Transcript	Nashville,	TN	1-9-86	
● Teselle,	Gene	
● Sanctuary	–	Mailing	11-5-87	2870	pieces	
● Sanctuary	Project	
● Attacks	on	Evangelicals	
● Charges	Against	IRD	
● M-19	
● Attacks	on	Catholics	
● Sandinista	Statements	
● Miscellaneous	Repression	
● CA	Focus	Master	Copy	–	Duggan	
● Grant:	Cuba	Proposal	
● El	Salvador	Filmstrip	
● El	Salvador	
● Guevara	Packet	
● Roger	Guevara	
● Religious	Liberty:	Albania	
● Religious	Liberty:	Poland	
● Religious	Liberty:	Poland	
● Religious	Liberty:	Romania	
● Religious	Liberty:	Romania	
● Religious	Liberty:	Yugoslavia	
● East	Germany	
● Hungary	
● Poland	
● Romania		Box	164	(SA	1)	
● ‘A	Time	for	Candor’	–	Sources	II	
● ‘A	Time	for	Candor’	–	Sources	I	
● Nicaragua	–	Late	80s	
● Nicaragua	–	CEPAD	III	
● Nicaragua	IV	
● Nicaragua	–	CEPAD	II	
● Nicaragua	–	CEPAD	I	
● Nicaragua	–	Bishops	
● Oxfam	America	
● Nicaragua	Trip	–	Pre-Trip	Materials	
● Nicaragua	Trip	–	1987	
● Nicaragua	–	Sandinista/UNO	Elections	
● Nicaragua	–	Mairena	Packet	
● Nicaragua	–	Permanent	Commission	on	Human	Rights	
● Nicaragua	–	Pro-Sandinista	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1989	–	Fresno-Larrain	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1989	–	Fresno-Larrain	–	Letters	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1989	–	Fresno-Larrain	–	Pre-Conference	Planning	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1989	–	Fresno-Larrain	–Remarks	
● IRD	Nicaragua	Trip	Oct	9-14	1987	
● IRD	Nicaragua	Trip	Oct-Dec	1987	
● IRD	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	1982	–	Archbishop	Miguel	Obando	y	Bravo	
● IRD	Religious	Freedom	Award	1983	–	Armando	Valladeres	
● Mexico	Free	Trade	Agreement	(2	of	2)	
● Mexico	Free	Trade	Agreement	(1	of	2)	
● Newsprint	–	Religious	Task	Force	on	Central	America	
● Peru	–	Catholic	Church	
● Paraguay	
● Puerto	Rico	
● Panama	–	Catholic	Church	
● Policy	Alternatives	for	Caribbean	+	Central	America	(PACCA)	
● Dianne	Knippers	–	Cuba	Article	(1992)	
● Peru	
● Caribbean	Commission	
● Mexico	–	April	1989		
● Mennonite	Central	Committee	–	Central	America	
● Catholic	Church	Perspective	on	Economics	in	Latin	America		Box	165	(SA	2)	
● Chile	
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	–	October	198	and	On	
● Nicaragua	–	Protest	July-August	1988	
● Nicaragua	–	Permanent	Commission	for	Human	Rights,	Managua,	Nicaragua	
● Nicaragua	–	Sandinistas	vs.	IRD	
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	–	April	1984-September	1985	
● Community	Action	on	Latin	America	
● Church	in	Grenada	–	I	
● Church	in	Grenada	–	II	
● Church	in	Grenada	–	III	
● Grenada	–	Church	Responses	IV	
● National	Center	for	Pan-American	Studies	
● Prisa	
● Puebla	Institute	
● Columbia	
● Introduction	to	Fred	Barnes	
● CISPES	Surveillance	
● Panama	–	US	Church	Opposition	
● Lovelace,	Richard	–	Article	and	Responses	
● Havana	Youth	Festival	
● “A	View	of	the	Ministry	of	the	Nicaraguan	Evangelical	Churches”	–	Glenn,	Colin	and	Karen	
● “Politics	of	Death”	–	Meso-American	Studies	
● Chile	Conference/Fresno	1989	
● Central	American	Seminar	
● Presbyterians	for	Freedom	–	Central	America	
● Nicaragua	Letter	–	1990	
● Eastern	Europe	Bible	Mission	
● Dominican	Interprovincial	Conference	on	Latin	America	
● Nicaragua	–	Eje	Ecumenico	
● Cuba	Resource	Center	
● Cuba	Resource	Center	II	
● Nicaragua	–	Protestants	
● Vietnam	
● Baha’i	
● Nicaragua	–	Religious	Liberty	II	
● Nicaragua	–	Religious	Liberty	I	
● Nicaragua	–	Sandinista	Accusations	at	IRD	
● Central	American	Historical	Institute	I		
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	–	October	1985	and	On	
● Nicaragua	–	Moravians	
● Nicaragua	–	Petition	
● Nicaragua	–	Christians	in	Revolution	
● Nicaragua	–	Miguel	D’Escoto	
● Nicaragua	–	Baptist	Convention	
● Nicaragua	–	Bishop	Schlaefer		Box	166	(SA	3)	
● Religious	Liberty:	Honduras	
● Religious	Liberty:	Haiti	
● Religious	Liberty:	Guatemala	
● AEI	–	Religion	&	Economics	Seminar	Discussions	Papers	
● Religious	Liberty:	Nicaragua	
● Religious	Liberty:	Nicaragua	
● Nic	US	Anti-Sandinistas	
● Nic	–	Soviet	Bloc	
● Nic	–	Sandinista	Statements	
● Nicaragua	–	Refugees	
● Nic	–	Salvation	Army	
● Sanctuary:	Fair	
● Nic:	Daniel	Ortega	
● Nic:	US	Commentary	
● Nic	–	US	Catholic	Church	
● Nic	US	Church	Media	
● Nic:	Obando	&	Bravo	
● Nicaragua	–	PLO	
● Nic	–	Salvadorian	Guerrillas	
● Nic	Sand	Defense	Commit	
● Nicaragua:	NCC	
● Nicaragua	–	Refugees	
● Nic/PSN	–	Para-Church	
● Nic/PSN	–	Quest	for	Peace	
● Nic/PSN	–	United	Methodist	
● Nic/PSN	–	Witness	for	Peace	
● Nic/PSN	–	Witness	for	Peace	
● Nic	–	Human	Rights	(CPOH)	I	
● NCC	–	Peace	
● El	Salvador	–	Captured	Documents	
● El	Salvador	
● Nicaragua:	Human	Rights	
● Nicaragua:	Human	Rights	
● Nicaragua:	Human	Rights	
● Nic	–	Human	Rights	(CPOH)	II	
● Caribbean	and	El	Salvador	
● El	Salvador		Box	167	(SA	4)	
● Belli,	Humberto	–	The	Church	in	Nicaragua:	Under	Attack	from	Within	and	Without	
● Paraguay	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Liberation	Theology	
● Peru	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Panama	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Sanctuary	Movement	I	
● Sanctuary	Movement	II	
● Latin	America	–	1990	
● El	Salvador	–	Early	1980s	Protests	
● El	Salvador	–	Chrispaz	
● El	Salvador	–	FMLN	and	Fronts	
● El	Salvador	–	Roman	Catholic	Church	
● El	Salvador	–	Inter-Religious	Task	Force	on	Central	America	
● El	Salvador	–	Roman	Catholic	Church	–	Protest	
● El	Salvador	–	US	Protestants	Protest	
● Nicaragua	–	Education	
● El	Salvador/Religion	
● Latin	America	
● Latin	America/Religion	
● Guatemala	–	Evangelicals	
● Nicaragua	
● Nicaragua/Religion	
● Nica	–	Catholic	Church	–	1990	
● Guatemala	1990	Elections	
● Cuba	
● Guatemala	–	CELEP	
● El	Salvador	
● Mexico	
● Miskito	Indians	Nicaragua	
● Nica	–	CPDA/Human	Rights	
● Nicaragua	Summarias	
● Nica	–	1990	Elections	
● North	American	Congress	on	Latin	America	
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	
● Haiti	
● Nicaraguan	Institute	of	Economic	and	Social	Investigation	
● El	Salvador	–	Protests	1989	
● Central	America	
● Central	America	
● CT	Article	Christians,	CEPAD	Randy	Frame	1/15/88	
● Wykstra	on	IRD/CEPAD	Oct	2	‘87	
● RN	Spiece	on	Nicaragua/D.	Knippers	
● La	Prensa	–	Oct	14	‘87	
● Nicaragua	(Prepared	for	Lovelace)	10/8	
● Central	America	
● Nazarenes	and	Nicaragua	
● Central	America	–	Honduras	
● CNPEN	
● Diaro	Las	Americas	
● ALFLD	–	Video		Box	168	(SA	5)	
● Conference	of	Evangelical	Methodist	Churches	in	Latin	America	
● Puerto	Rico	Solidarity	Committee	
● Theology	in	the	Americas	
● Ecumenical	Program	for	Interamerican	Communication	and	Action	
● Nicaragua	–	Sandinista	Educational	Material	–	El	Amanecer	del	Pueblo	(The	Dawn	of	the	People)	
● Nicaragua	–	Sandinista	Educational	Material	–	El	Amanecer	del	Pueblo	(The	Dawn	of	the	People)	II	
● Nicaragua	–	National	Council	of	Evangelical	Pastors	
● Of	Human	Rights	
● El	Salvador	–	1990	
● Central	America	
● El	Salvador	
● Oldline	on	Panama	
● Carlos	Escorcia	
● El	Salvador	
● Central	American	History	Institute	II	
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	
● Nicaragua	–	International	Terrorists	
● McCleary,	Paul	
● Nicaragua	–	Human	Rights	
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	–	April	1984	–	September	1985	
● Nicaragua	–	CEPAD	
● Nicaragua	–	ESA/IRD	Trip	
● Nicaragua	–	Catholic	Church	–	1988-1989	
● CELADEC	
● Nicaragua	–	Important	
● Caribbean	Commission	–	2nd	Report	
● Caribbean	Commission	I	
● Central	American	Historical	Institute	
● Nicaragua	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Salvadorian	Coffee	Boycott	
● Latin	America	Evangelicals	I	
● Peru	
● Vega,	Pablo	
● Hollander,	Paul	–	“Political	Hospitality	and	Tourism:	Cuba	and	Nicaragua”	
● Puebla	Institute	–	“Fleeing	Their	Homeland”	
● United	States	Department	of	State	–	Central	America	
● Cuba	I	
● Cuba	II	
● Center	for	Cuban	Studies	II		Box	169	(SA	6)	
● Chile	
● Peru	
● Nicaraguan	Biographies	
● PF:	Sanctuary	
● Obando	–	Religious	Freedom	Award	
● Meth.	Bishops	Trip	to	Nicaragua	1989	
● Nicaragua	
● Possible	Epis	Photos	
● Photos	
● Nic/PSN	–	Inter-Religions	Task	Force	
● Nic/PSN	Foreign	
● Nic/Pasn	Foreign	
● Nic/PSN	–	Catholic	Foreign	
● Nic/PSN	–	US	Baptist	
● Nic/PSN	Foreign	
● Nic/PSN	Foreign	
● Nic/PSN	Domestic	
● Nicaragua	Episcopalians	
● Guatemala	
● Nic/PSN	Critiques	
● Nic/PSN	+	Wola	
● Int’l	March	for	Peace	in	Central	America	
● Jamaica	
● Latin	America	Council	of	Churches	
● Kissinger	Commission	
● Latin	America	–	Lutherans	
● Maryknoll	
● Latin	America	–	NCC	
● North	American	Congress	on	Latin	America	(NACLA)	
● Haiti	
● Honduras	
● Guyana	
● Guatemala	–	Catholic	Church	
● Guatemala	–	Human	rights	
● Religious	Liberty:	Bosnia	
● Religious	Liberty:	Chile	
● Religious	Liberty:	Argentina	
● Religious	Liberty:	Cuba	
● Religious	Liberty:	Columbia		Box	170	(SA	7)	
● Americas	Watch	Report	–	Nicaragua	
● Center	for	Cuban	Studies	I	
● Road	to	Damascus	–	National	Catholic	Reporter	Article	–	8/11/89	
● Nicaragua	–	General	Background	
● National	Council	of	Churches/Mainline	Denominations	–	Central	America	
● Ekblad,	Bob	and	Gracie	–	Honduras	
● Council	for	Inter-American	Security	–	Santa	Fe	I	and	II	
● Center	for	Cuban	Studies	
● Puerto	Rico	
● Caribbean	Commission	II	
● Howard,	William	
● Puerto	Rico	Solidarity	Committee	
● Puerto	Rico	Socialist	Party	
● Santana,	Terry	
● Committee	of	75	
● North	American	Congress	of	Latin	America	
● El	Salvador	–	Captured	Documents	
● Coalition	for	a	Free	Nicaragua	
● Sojourners	–	El	Salvador	
● Nicaragua	–	NCC/WCC	
● Central	America	Trip	–	1987	
● Central	America	Trips	+	Articles	
● Central	America	Week,	March	21-29	1987	
● Central	America	Labor	Defense	Network	
● “Chile,	the	Church,	&	the	Rebuilding	of	Democracy”	Conference	March	6,	1989	
● “Chile,	the	Church,	&	the	Rebuilding	of	Democracy”	–	Participants	and	Correspondence	
● “Chile,	the	Church,	&	the	Rebuilding	of	Democracy”	–	Miscellaneous	
● Chile	Conference	
● Central	America	
● Central	America	Book	
● Latin	America	–	United	Methodists	
● Nicaragua	–	Trips	II	
● Nicaragua	–	Trips	I	
● Uruguay	
● Sanctuary	–	Critiques	
● Sanctuary	–	Chicago	Task	Force	
● Sanctuary	–	Catholic	Church	
● Sanctuary	–	Asylum	Process	
● Nicaragua	–	Sojourners	–	Pledge	of	Resistance	
● Venceremos	Brigade	
● Washington	Office	on	Latin	America	II	
● Women’s	Coalition	to	Stop	US	Intervention	in	Central	America	
● Venezuela	
● Nicaragua	–	National	Network	in	Solidarity	with	the	People	of	Nicaragua	
● Nicaragua	–	Nicaragua	Interfaith	Committee	for	Action	
● Nicaragua	I		Box	171	(SA	8)	
● Nicaragua	II	
● Nicaragua	III	
● National	Network	in	Solidarity	with	the	People	of	Guatemala	
● National	Mobilization	for	Justice	and	Peace	in	Central	America	and	Southern	Africa	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Latin	America	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Nicaragua	–	Trip	
● El	Salvador	–	Human	Rights	
● Cuba	Resource	Center	II	
● Arorga,	Martin	
● Antonio	Valdivieso	Center	II	
● Antonia	Valdivieso	Center	I	
● Institute	of	Face	Relations	–	Race	&	Class	
● El	Salvador	–	Roy	Bourgeois	
● Nicaragua	–	Church	Pronouncements	
● El	Salvador	–	Protestants	
● Panama	–	US	Intervention	
● CEPAD	
● Cuba	Resource	Center	I	
● Sandinistas	–	Pro-Statements	
● IRD	–	Support	for	Nicaraguan	Churches	
● Inter-Religious	Task	Force	on	El	Salvador	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	El	Salvador	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Haiti	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Caribbean/Central	America	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	El	Salvador	
● Liberation	Theology	II	
● Sanctuary	–	CARECEN	
● Washington	Office	on	Latin	America	
● Nicaragua	–	Presbyterians	
● Latin	America	–	US	Catholic	Conference	
● Suriname	
● US	Out	of	Central	America	
● Sanctuary	–	Critiques	II	
● Sanctuary	–	El	Rescate	Nova	
● Sanctuary	–	Church	Statements	(Official)	
● Lynch,	Edward	Anthony	–	“Liberation	in	Nicaragua:	The	Theology	of	the	Sandinista	Revolution”	
● Sanctuary	–	Casa	El	Salvador	
● Sanctuary	–	CCR/NLG	Suit	
● Liberation	Theology	I		Box	172	(SA	9)	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Op-Eds	
● Cuba	–	Religious	Freedom	–	Study	Proposal	
● Del	Instituto	Centroamerica	de	Estudior	Politicos	Panorama	Centroamericano	
● Panama	–	Letters	to	President	Bush	
● Sanctuary	Transcript	
● Central	America	and	the	Church	
● Arce,	Sergio	
● ‘The	Barren	Fig	Tree’	
● Latin	America	–	Lutherans	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Sanctuary	–	Letter	to	the	Editor	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Nicaragua	–	Press	Release	–	July	8,	1986	
● Sanctuary	Movement	
● Symposium	on	the	El-Salvador	Movement	
● El	Salvador	–	US	Support	Network	
● Cuba	I	
● Cuba	II	
● Cuba	III	
● Cuba	IV	
● Cuba	Resource	Center	IIIa	
● Cuba	Resource	Center	IIIb	
● Latin	America	–	Miscellaneous	I	
● Latin	America	–	Miscellaneous	II	
● IRD	–	Nicaragua	Trip	–	Arrangements	
● El	Salvador	–	Visa	Application	
● United	Church	of	Christ	–	Nicaragua	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Nicaraguan	Missionary	Controversy	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Nicaragua	
● CA	Focus	I	
● CA	Focus	
● Problem	of	Cent	Anlitro	
● Sanctuary	
● Mainstream	–	Fall	1989	
● Latin	America	–	Economic/Democratic	Restructuring	
● “Latin	America’s	Fragile	Democracies”	Journal	of	Democracy	–	Summer	1991	
● New	Initivies	on	Latin	American	Debt	–	JFK	School	of	Gov.	Harvard	Univ.	
● Chile:	Interview	
● Central	America	
● Panama	–	1989	Invasion,	Statements	
● L.A.	–	Panama		Box	173	(Dn	1)	
● Friends	Committee	on	National	Legislation	
● Methodist	Federation	for	Social	Action	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Where	Your	Dollars	Go?	
● Episcopal	Church	–	69th	General	Convention	Issues	
● Episcopal	Church	–	69th	General	Convention	Intro	and	News	
● Episcopal	Church	–	69th	General	Convention	–	Convention	Daily	
● Episcopal	Church	–	68th	General	Convention	–	Convention	Daily	1985	
● Disciples	of	Christ	–	Disciple	Renewal	
● Pentecostal	Family	Information	
● American	Catholic	Conference	
● Christian	Coalition	–	Catholic	Alliance	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	UM	Activists	Newsletter	Replies	
● Evangelical	Baptist	Council	of	Prisoners’	Relative	Sin	the	Soviet	Union	–	International	Representation	
● Presbyterian	Freedom	–	South	Africa	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Global	Board	of	General	Mission	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom:	General	Assembly	–	1984	
● Lay	Commission	on	Catholic	Social	Teaching	and	the	US	Economy	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Bishops	Statement	on	Nuclear	Weapons	
● Denominational	Issues	–	1992	
● Lutheran	World	Federation	
● Protestant	Left	
● Episcopal	Interim	Report	on	Economic	Justice	–	Implementation	Committee	
● American	Baptist	
● Catholic	Bishops:	Political	Responsibility	Choices	for	the	Future	
● United	States:	Conference	–	Full	Employment	and	Economic	Justice	
● Catholics	and	Government		
● Southern	Baptists	
● John	Paul	II	–	‘Is	Liberal	Capitalism	the	only	Path?”	
● Catholic	Bishops	Pastoral	–	AFL-CIO	Statement	on	First	Draft	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Resolution	–	MacBride	Principles	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Special	Organizations	1991	–	Conference	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Special	Organizations	–	1992	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Structural	Reform	
● United	Kingdom	–	Church	Opposition	to	Thatcher	Economic	Policies	
● Christian	Church	(Disciples	of	Christ)	
● Lutheran	Church	in	America	–	Hunger	
● Episcopal	Church	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Energy	
● National	Federation	of	Priest’s	Councils	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	Mission	Board	
● American	Baptist	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Grants	to	the	Left	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Presiding	Bishops’	Fund	for	World	Relief	
● Friends	Committee	on	National	Legislation	
● Mennonites	
● Evangelical	Lutheran	Church	of	America	
● Lutheran	Council	in	the	USA	
● Catholic	Church	–	War/Peace	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Hunger	I	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Hunger	II	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Dissidents	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Episcopal	Public	Policy	Network	
● Lutheran	Church	–	Missouri	Synod	
● Church	of	the	Saviour	
● Church	of	the	Brethren	
● Catholic	Church	–	Compaign	for	Human	Development	
● Mennonites	–	Peace	
● Mennonites	–	Missions	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Peace	
● Action:	An	IRD	Bulletin	for	United	Methodists	
● UM	Action	–	February	1984	
● Protestant	Protests	–	Script	I		Box	174	(Dn	2)	
● PDRF	Correspondence	
● Episcopals	United	
● American	Orthodoxy	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Miscellaneous	
● All-Union	Council	of	Evangelical	Christians	–	Baptists	
● National	Council	of	Churches	
● On	Second	Thoughts:	A	Forum	for	United	Methodists	and	Others	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Columbus	Quincentenial	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Arie	Brouwer	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Arie	Brouwer	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Wilson	Statement	to	Bishops	
● Soviet	Literature	and	Religion	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedoms	
● Presbyterian	Congressional	Letter	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Wilson	Statement	to	Bishops	I	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Ministry	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Cambodia	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Caribbean	
● British	Methodists	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Angola	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Africa	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Peace	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Committee	on	Relief	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Christian	Unity	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Religious	Liberty	and	Human	Rights	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Hymnal	Controversy	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Liberation	Theology	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Membership	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Polls	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	South	Africa	II	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Hunger	
● Hill,	Kent	–	“Orthodox	Church	and	a	Pluralistic	Society”	
● Sumner,	David	E.	–	“The	Episcopal	Church’s	History	1945-1985”	
● Protestant	Interviews	–	Notes	
● PDRF	
● PDRF	
● General	Assembly	
● Press	Job	
● PDRF	–	Finances	
● Protestant	Protest	–	Scripts	II	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Human	Rights	II	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Human	Rights	I	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	1990	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Korea	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Latin	America	Council	of	Churches		Box	175	(Dn	3)	
● PCUSA	&	Persian	Gulf	War	
● Presbyterian	Hunger	Program	
● PCUSA	–	South	Africa	
● PCUSA	–	Central	Africa	
● Persian	Gulf	Consultation	
● ELCA	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Board	of	General	Mission	–	1985	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Poland	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Kampuchea	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Indochina	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Democracy	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Year	in	Review	–	1990	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Board	of	General	Mission	–	1989	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Board	of	General	Mission	–	1990	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Commission	on	Religion	and	Race	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Board	of	Pensions	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Panel	on	Institutional	Affairs	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Council	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1975	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1981	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1980	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1979	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Department	of	Peace	and	World	Order	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Human	Rights	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Glide	Memorial	Church	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Homosexuality	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Evangelism	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Ecumenism	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Domestic	Issues	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Heifer	Project	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1978	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Hunger	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Theological	Reflections	on	Refugees	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Pressing	for	Peace	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	School	of	Christian	Mission	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	East	Germany	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Iraq	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1977	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Fifth	Commission	1976	
● PDRF	CA	Project	
● PDRF:	Dec.	Training	Conf.	(IRD)	
● PDRF/IRD	Transition	–	1990	
● PDRF	–	Public	Statements	Pre-1992	
● PDRF	Correspondence	Out	–	Kerry	Ptacek	
● PDRF	–	Archives	
● Congressmen	PCUSA	
● PDRF	Correspondence	In	–	Kerry	Ptacek	
● PDRF	–	Pre-1990	
● PA	Brochures	
● PDRF	Status	&	By-Laws	
● PDRF:	Steering	Committee	
● Presbyterian	Peacemaking	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Report	of	the	General	Secretary	II	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Mark-Up	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Constitution	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Report	of	the	General	Secretary	I		Box	176	(Dn	4)	
● United	Church	of	Christ	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	II	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	I	
● Adams,	Lawrence	E.	–	“The	WCC	at	Canberra:	Which	Spirit?”	
● United	Methodist:	Middle	East	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA):	Middle	East	
● World	Council	of	Churches	(WCC):	Middle	East	
● Episcopal	Bishops	–	Economic	Justice	and	the	Christian	Conscience	
● Protestant	Left	II	
● Protestant	Left	III	
● Protestant	TV	Show	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Womens	Division	+	Esther	Action	Council	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	South	Africa	I	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Womens	Division	V	
● Notes	–	Episcopal	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	IRD	Merger	
● Protestant	Left	–	Possible	Footage	
● World	Council	of	Churches/National	Council	of	Churches	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Readers	Digest	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Boycott	Criteria	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	“Socially	Responsible	Investments	Directory”	Social	Justice	and	Peacemaking	Ministry	Unit	
● Catholic	Institute	for	International	Relations	
● Presbyterian	Lay	Committee	
● Witherspoon	Society	
● Pro	Mundi	Vita	
● Baptist	Peace	Fellowship	
● Washington	Interreligious	Staff	Council	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Resolutions	
● Lutherans	Informed	for	Truth	
● “Taking	Action	for	Economic	Justice”	–	Episcopal	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Miscellaneous	
● Church	and	Society	Social	Policy	of	the	Episcopal	Church	
● Episcopal	Bishops:	Economic	Justice	and	the	American	Conscience	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	10/92	
● McIntyre,	Carl	
● Catholic	Bishops’	Economic	Justice	for	All	(June	1986)	
● The	Orthodox	Monitor	
● Pentecostals	and	the	INS	
● Dominum	et	Vivficantem	
● Catholic	Bishops	Economic	Pastoral	–	Responses	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Resolution	on	Economic	Justice	
● John	Paul	II	–	Miscellaneous	Papal	Statements	
● Christian	Church/Disciples	of	Christ	–	Disciple	Renewal	
● Catholic	Bishops	–	US	Conference	–	Third	World	Debt	
● Centesimus	Annus	–	Commentary	
● John	Paul	II	–	Centesimus	Annus	
● Baptist	World	Alliance	–	Baptist	World	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Miscellaneous	II		Box	177	(Dn	5)	
● Second	Presbyterian	Church,	Memphis,	TN	
● Statement	of	Purpose	
● “What	They	Say	About	PDRF”	
● Williams,	Luke	G.	
● Sanctuary	Radio	Program	
● Support	File	
● Survey	Article	
● PDRF	
● Touch	Ross	&	Co	
● Response	in	US	
● Article	Responses	I	
● Article	Responses	II	
● Board	of	Directors	Meeting	October	3,	1988	
● Second	Presbyterian	Church	Memphis,	TN	38117	
● Burr,	Sam	
● Scholssberg,	Herbert	
● Booklet	Letters	Peacemaking?	Or	Resistance?	
● Brame,	J.	Robert	III	
● Brandon,	Denby	I	
● Brandon,	Denby	II	
● Grant	Proposal:	CA	Project	
● Fundraising	Plans	
● CF	Fdtn.	Proposal	
● Trull	Fdnt.	Proposal	
● Pol.	Pilgrims	Proposal	
● Gerstaker	Grant	
● Fundraising	Letters	
● Board	Meeting	–	Fall	‘89	
● Board	Meeting	Spr.	1989	
● Board	Meeting	Oct	‘89	
● PDRF	Board	Meeting	Minutes	(all)	
● Board	Meeting	–	April	27-28	‘90	
● By-laws	PDRF	
● Funding	Plans	
● Churches/Pastors	for	PDRF	
● “Prophetic	Politics”	Sem.	Proposal	to	Presby.	Foundation	
● Miscellaneous	Economic	Items	–	Episco.	
● Anglican	Opinion	–	Oped	WHC-8-20-87	
● Anglican	Opinion	–	Convention	’88	Issues	
● Nat’l	Catholic	Social	Network	–	Justice	Lobby	
● UMC	
● NCC	–	Finances	I	
● NCC	–	Finances	II	
● WCC	–	Lusaka	–	5-87	
● Ted	Dormon	Article	Cuba	
● General	Assembly	Disclosure	1989	I	
● General	Assembly	Disclosure	1989	
● General	Assembly	Disclosure	1989	
● Presbyterian	
● UM	Action	Bulletin		Box	178	(Dn	6)	
● UM	Delegates	Consultation	–	Dec.	1983	
● UMs	RL	+	HR	–	Articles	
● UMs	RL	+	HR	–	Study	Paper	
● UMs	RL	+	HR	
● UM	Steering	Committee	Packet	–	Nov	20-21,	1986	
● Gen	Conf	Delegation	–	Delegates	
● Information	Table	1982-83	UM	Conferences	
● UMs	RL	+	HR	–	Press	Conference	
● UM	Fundraising	
● UM	Steering	Committee	–	1984	
● UM	General	Conference	1980,	1984	
● Press	Kit	–	United	Methodists	for	Religious	Liberty	&	Human	Rights	–	Baltimore,	May	1984	
● UM	RL	+	HR	–	Baltimore	
● 1983	UM	Study	Committee	
● UM	Petitions	
● UM	Episcopal	Authority	–	Constitutional	Crisis	
● UM	District	Supt.	–	South	East	
● UMC	–	Full	Disclosure	
● PDRF	Correspondence	1986	III	
● PDRF	Correspondence	1987	–	JLB	
● PDRF	Correspondence	1987	–	JLB	II	
● ECUM	Financial	File	
● Letters	to	Editor	
● Mark-up	
● PF:	United	Methodist	
● Vietnam	and	China	(Lutheran)	II	
● Society	of	Friends	(Quakers)	
● Southern	Baptist	
● Episcopal	Church	
● Episcopal	Church	
● Christian	Church	(Disciples	of	Xt)	
● United	Church	of	Christ	
● United	Church	of	Christ	
● Lutheran	
● RCA	–	475	Headquarters	
● United	Churches	of	Christ	
● UPC/USA	Support	Agcy	–	Missions	
● The	Churches	Speak	
● United	Presbyterian	Women	
● Lutheran	Church	
● Lutheran	Church	in	America	
● United	Church	of	Christ:	Christian	Faith	and	Economic	Life	
● UCC	Pension	Boards:	The	Market	System	and	American	Democratic	Policy	
● UCC	–	Economics	
● NCC:	The	Re-Making	of	America	
● WCC	Economic	Statements	
● WCC	Commission	on	the	Churches	Participation	in	Development	(CCPD	for	a	Change)	
● UMs	for	RL	+	HR	–	Agenda	to	Minutes	
● UMs	for	RL	+	HR	–	Correspondence	to	Steering	Committee	I	
● UMs	for	RL	+	HR	–	Correspondence	to	Steering	Committee	II	
● AP:	Catholic	Church	
● AP:	China/Catholic	Church	
● Commissioners	–	General	Assembly	‘87	
● Ervin	Duggan	
● The	Presbyterian	Resistance	Paper:	“Study?	Or	Minutes	to”	Duggan	
● Ted	M.	Dorman		Box	179	(Dn	7)	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Washington	Office	
● Episcopal	Church	–	World	Council	of	Churches	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Zacchaeus	Project	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	1990	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	1991	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Diocesan	Resolutions	1985	
● Episcopal	Church	–	financial	Disclosure	
● Episcopal	Actions	–	Committee	Lists	
● Lutheran	World	Relief	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Chapter	9	–	1991	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Financial	Disclosure	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1985	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1988	I	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1988	II	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	1989	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1991	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1992	–	Mainstream	Material	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1992	–	Papers	I	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1992	–	Papers	II	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1991	–	Cuba	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1991	–	Statements	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1992	I	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	General	Assembly	–	1992	II	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Peace	Issues	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Gulf	War	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Nicaragua	
● Orthodox	Church	in	America	
● Orthodox	Church	in	America	
● Canadian	Catholic	Bishops	on	the	Economy	
● Catholic	Social	Teaching	and	the	US	Economy	–	Archbishop	Rembert	Weakland	
● Reformed	Church	of	America	
● Sollicitudo	Rei	Socialis	–	John	Paul	II	
● United	Church	of	Christ	–	Corporate	Social	Responsibility	Actions	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Infant	Formula	Task	Force	
● Episcopal	Peace	Fellowship	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Miscellaneous	I	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	The	United	Methodist	Church:	Missed	Opportunities	&	a	Vision	for	the	Future	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	10/90	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	4/90	
● Protestant	Left	–	People	to	Interview		Box	180	(Dn	8)	
● Roman	Catholic	Church	on	Religious	Freedom,	Human	Rights,	and	Peace	
● Weigel,	George	–	Book	Reception	–	‘Catholicism	and	Renewal	of	American	Democracy’	–	March	14,	1989	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Women	and	Families	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Women	–	Discrimination	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Underdevelopment	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	United	Nations	
● Anglican	Opinion	Fall	1990	
● Anglican	Opinion	Spring	1991	
● Anglican	Opinion	Summer	1991	
● Anglican	Opinion	Winter	1991	
● Anglican	Opinion	Summer	1992	
● Anglican	Opinion	Fall	1992	
● Anglican	Opinion	Winter	1992	
● Anglican	Opinion	Summer	1990	
● Anglican	Opinion	Spring	1989	
● Anglican	Fellowship	Group	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Assembly	–	Nov,	1991	–	II	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Assembly	–	Nov,	1991	–	I	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	
● Anglican	Opinion	–	China	
● Anglican	Opinion	–	Administration	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	4/92	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Youth	
● Catholic	Relief	Services	
● Catholic	League	for	Religious	and	Civil	Rights	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Member	Profiles	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Immigration	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Governing	Board	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	World	Student	Christian	Federation	–	General	Assembly	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Religious	Liberty	Resolutions	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Ogordnikov,	Alexander	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–Nominations	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Rodgers	Mailing	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Resolution	Committee	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Resolutions	
● Left	Network	–	Religious	Groups	
● Unification	Church	
● Ukrainian	Catholic	Church	in	America/Canada	
● Vatican	II	and	Communist	Controversy	
● Episcopal	Church	–	The	Church	of	the	Apostles	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	
● Council	of	Evangelical	Baptist	Churches	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Open	Meetings	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Footprints	
● History	of	Evangelical	Christian	Baptists	
● Religious	News	Service	–	Cardinal	Fresno	–	3/7/89	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	News	Clippings	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Division	of	Overseas	Ministries	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Domestic	Security	and	Congressional	Investigations	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Education	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Energy	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Falkland	Islands	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Financial	Crisis	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Friendship	Press	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	General	Board	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Agricultural	Missions	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Africa		Box	181	(Dn	9)	
● Jessup/Bishop	Finger	Dialogue	Re:	Prelim.	Report	&	Hochstein	Rep.	(2	of	2)	
● Jessup/Bishop	Finger	Dialogue	Re:	Prelim.	Report	&	Hochstein	Rep.	(1	of	2)	
● ‘60	Minutes’	Episode	and	Reader’s	Digest	on	the	National	Council	of	Churches	–	1983	(2	of	2)	
● ‘60	Minutes’	Episode	and	Reader’s	Digest	on	the	National	Council	of	Churches	–	1983	(1	of	2)	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Vancouver	Conferences	
● Orthodox	Church	in	America	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	UM	Women	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Financial	Reports	–	1984-1987	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Financial	Reports	–	1988	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Financial	Reports	–	1989-1990	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Program	to	Combat	Racism	
● Episcopal	Church	–	68th	General	Convention	–	Press	Coverage	
● Outler,	Albert	
● PDRF	
● Presbyterian	Lay	Committee	–	Response	to	Hunge	Edit.	
● United	Methodists	Boycott	of	General	Electric	
● Presbyterian	Church	USA:	Women	Advocacy	Groups	
● Presbyterian	Women	United	for	Economic	Justice	
● Council	on	Women	and	the	Church:	Committee	on	Women	and	Economic	Justice	
● Lutheran	Statements	on	Economics	and	Divestment	
● ELCA	–	Pensions	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	Christian	Faith	and	Economic	Justice	
● Presbyterian	–	Miscellaneous	(Economic)	
● Presbyterian	Hunger	Program	
● Meeder,	Andrew	
● Methodist	Laymen	of	North	Hollywood	I	
● Methodist	Laymen	of	North	Hollywood	II	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Reader’s	Digest	Articles	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Youth	
● Evangelical	Lutheran	Church	in	America	on	USSR	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Mozambique	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Panama	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Philippines	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Puerto	Rico	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Peru	
● Bush,	George	H.	W.	–	United	Methodist	
● Methodist	Federation	for	Social	Action	
● United	Methodist	Council	of	Bishops	
● European	Baptist	Press	Service	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	World	Federation	of	Methodist	Women	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	6th	Assembly	–	Vancouver	–	Canvas	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Vietnam	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	6th	Assembly	–	Vancouver	–	Press	Coverage	
● United	Methodist	Church	Alternate	Mission	Society	
● Hill,	Kent	–	“Pentecostal	Persecution:	Post	and	Present”	
● United	Methodist	Church	Women’s	Division	Funding	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Global	Board	of	General	Mission	1981	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Global	Board	of	General	Mission	1981-1983	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Central	Committee	–	Minutes	of	the	Thirty-Fifth	Meeting	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Financial	Reports	
● PDRF	Correspondence	–	1986	I	
● PDRF	Correspondence	–	1986	II		Box	182	(Dn	10)	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Johnston	Report	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	IRS	Investigation	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	IRD	Exchanges	1986-87	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Governing	Board	1987	I	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Governing	Board	1987	II	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Illegal	Aliens	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Policy	Statements	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Pacific	Islands	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	One	Great	Hour	of	Sharing	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	‘People	and	Systems’	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Nicaragua	–	IRD	Petition	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Native	Americans	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Middle	East	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Meeting,	April	1990	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Labor	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Korea	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Lobbying	Memos	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	East	Ohio	Evangelical	Fellowship	
● United	Methodists	for	Democracy/Meetings	
● United	Methodist	Committee	–	Back-Up	Material	
● United	Methodist	–	Resolutions	&	UM	for	Religious	Liberty	and	Human	Rights	
● Reformed	Episcopal	Seminary	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Primate	Reading	in	Cyprus	–	4/26-5/6/89	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom-	Millennial	Celebration	–	Prayer	Vigil	
● Episcopal	Church	–	House	of	Bishops	–	9/90	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religious	Freedom	–	Information	
● Irenaeus	Fellowship	
● Sollicitudo	Re:	Socialis	–	Commentary	
● National	Conference	of	Catholic	Bishops	–	Pastoral	Letter	on	Catholic	Social	Teaching	and	the	US	Economy	–	1st	and	2nd	Draft	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Spong,	John	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religious	Freedom	–	NCC	+	WCC	
● Episcopal	Church	–	Report	on	Participation	in	NCC	+	WCC	
● Adams,	Larry	–	National	Council	of	Churches	
● United	Methoidst	Church	–	Billings,	Peggy	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Executive	Committee	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	European	Critics	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Green	Movement	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Link	
● Methodist	Society	for	an	Open	Church	Statement	of	Purpose	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Taskforce	of	United	Methodist	on	Abortion	and	Sexuality	
● Protestant	Left	–	Robb	Interview	
● Mennonite	Economic	Development	Associates	
● Nazarene	Compassionate	Ministries	
● Mennonite	Brethren	Communications	
● Episcopal	Urban	Caucus	
● Lutheran	Commentator	
● Bishops’	Pastoral	Responses	
● Presbyterians	United	for	Biblical	Concerns	
● Baptist	World	Alliance	
● Catholic	Relief	Services	
● Baptist	Peace	Fellowship	of	North	America	
● Church	of	God	in	World	Missions	
● Assemblies	of	God	
● Columbia	Baptist	Church	
● All-Ukrainian	Evangelical	Baptist	Fellowship	
● Catholic	Travel	Center	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	10/90	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	6/91		Box	183	(Dn	11)	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	June,	1991	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	May,	1987	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	1988	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	1989	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	Sept,	1989	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	October,	1989	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	March	1990	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	September	1990	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	April,	1991	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Mailout	1985	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Press	Releases	–	1985	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Religious	Freedom	Mailing	–	October,	1989	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	October,	1991	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Steering	Committee	Meeting	–	May,	1992	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Early	1980s	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	6th	Assembly	–	Vancouver	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	6th	Assembly	–	Vancouver	Final	Resolutions	and	Statements	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Bishops	Packet	II	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Bishops	Packet	I	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Bishops	Committee	
● IRD	–	Responses	to	UM	Bishops	Statements	on	Nuclear	Weapons	
● National	Council	of	Churches	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Reform	
● Lutheran	World	Ministries	
● Presbyterian	Church	–	Left-Wing	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	6th	Assembly	–	Vancouver	–	Pacific	Plenary	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	6th	Assembly	–	Vancouver	Proceedings	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	China	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Bob	Jones	University	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Crime	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Corporate	Responsibility	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Communication	&	Justice	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Commission	on	Education	for	Mission	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	Vietnam	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Church	World	Service	–	India	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	The	Current	Crisis	National	Council	of	Churches	–	Defenses	and	Disarmament		Box	184	(Dn	12)	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Conference	–	1988	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Conference	1988	–	Global	Board	of	General	Mission	Petitions	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Conference	1992	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	ECUMW	–	‘Financial	File’	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	ECUMW	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Economics	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Board	of	Church	and	Society	–	IRD	Investigation	1984	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Board	of	Church	and	Society	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Economic	Justice/Solidarity	with	the	Poor	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Armstrong,	James	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Mark	Tooley	to	UM	Bishops	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Joint	Seminar	Program	on	National	and	International	Affairs	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Board	of	Global	Mission	–	1984	I	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Board	of	Global	Mission	–	1984	II	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	General	Conference	1984	
● Mennonite	Brethren	Communications	
● What	They	are	Saying…	
● Endorsements	
● PFS	Articles,	etc.	for	PDRF	
● Stories	
● Town	Meetings	
● Events	B’ham	(Sept	’88)	
● Intro	(intro	of	7)	
● Global	Missions	(I	of	7)	
● Racial	Equality	(II	of	7)	
● Theology	+	Worship	(III	of	7)	
● Women’s	Unit	(VI	of	7)	
● Stewardship	+	Communications	(IV	of	7)	
● Social	Justice	+	Peacemaking	(V	of	7)	
● Gift	+	Grants	Report	
● General	Assembly	‘89	
● Churches	on	Nuclear	
● Louisville	Presbyterian	Theological	Sem.	
● Pastors	
● Atlanta	Meeting	2/25/87	
● Beisswenger,	Donald	
● Billingsky,	Lloyd	
● Press	Coverage	
● Annual	Report	–	General	Assembly	88	
● General	Assembly	Annual	Report	1990	
● Herb	Schlossberg	
● PDRF	
● Advisory	Council	Responses	
● June	2	–	Luncheon	
● Clarke	Reed	
● Photo’s	–	Art	Work	
● Event:	Faith	and	Freedom	
● Voe	Small	
● 20902	
● Dixen	Junkin	
● Institute	on	Religion	&	Democracy	
● “A	Call	to	Renewal”	April	20-22	
● Kersten,	Katherine	
● Presby.	for	Renewal	
● Presby	+	Peacemaking:	Are	We	Now	Called…?	
● Christic	Institute	
● Louisville,	KY	–	April	12-14	–	Task	Force	–	“Why	+	How…”	
● Is	Christ	Divided?	
● Presbyterian	–	Report	
● Presbyterian	Advocates	on	Central	America	
● Board		Box	185	(Dn	13)	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Faith	and	Freedom	–	1989	
● Presbyterian	Outlook	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Commission	on	NCC/WCC	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	PCUSA	Financial	Disclosure	
● The	Presbyterian	Clerk	–	Address	to	United	Nations	–	Nuclear	Weapons	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Council	on	Church	and	Race	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	China	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Pastors	Mailing	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Principles	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Nashville	Envelope	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Mailing	List	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Memphis	Meeting	–	3/5/87	
● Presbyterian	Lay	Committee	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	General	Assembly	–	Request	for	Information	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	“Christian	Obedience	in	a	Nuclear	Age”	Report	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Open	Meetings	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Economics	Project	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Synod	Peacemaking	Committee	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Overtures/Resolutions	1986-1988	
● Ptacek,	Kerry	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Cecilio	Arrastia	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Report	on	General	Assembly	–	1988	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Mailing	to	Churches	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religion	–	Principles	on	Church	and	Politics	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Washington	Office	
● Evangelical	Fellowship	of	Mission	Agencies	
● Evangelical	Christian	Publishers	Association	
● Episcopal	Church	–	68th	General	Commission	
● Episcopal	Church	–	67th	General	Convention	–	Resolutions	
● Episcopal	Church	
● Episcopal	Church	–	69th	General	Convention	–	Economics	
● Episcopal	Church	–	68th	General	Convention	–	Resolutions	
● Episcopal	Church	–	68th	General	Convention	–	Materials	Related	to	Civil	Disobedience	
● Episcopal	Church	–	68th	General	Convention	–	Deputy	Materials	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	1964	Agreements	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Women’s	Division	–	1991	
● Roman	Catholic	Church	–	Anti-Catholic	Sentiment	
● Presbyterian	News	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	I	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Transition	to	IRD	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Mailing	List	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Intro	Brochure	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Press	Release	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Bylaws	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	II	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Board	Meetings	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Master/Letterhead	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Newsletters	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Mailings		Box	186	(Dn	14)	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	‘60	Minutes’	Segment	
● National	Association	of	Evangelicals	–	Peace,	Freedom,	and	Security	Studies	
● National	Association	of	Evangelicals	–	National	Council	of	Churches	
● United	Methodists	for	Religious	Liberty	and	Human	Rights	–	Study	Paper	
● Episcopal	Committee	on	Religion	and	Freedom	–	Board	of	Directors	
● National	Council	of	Churches	Support	of	Communism	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Staff	Education	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Southeast	Asia	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Resolutions	1990	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Reader’s	Digest	Article	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Race	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Poverty	and	Welfare	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Opposition	Publications	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Sanctuary	Press	Release	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Press	Release	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Script	of	Video	Address	by	President	Reagan	–	9/30/88	
● “Obstacles	to	Lay	Influence	in	the	Presbyterian	Church	(USA)”	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Liberation	Theology	Symposium	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Statement	of	Purpose	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Dortch	Letter	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Membership	Mailings	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Minority-Majority	Master	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Project:	Reforming	the	System	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Speeches	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Social	Witness	Policy	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Masters	–	Mailing	Information	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Mainstream	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Candle	of	Hope	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Church	Involvement	in	Demonstrations	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Dialogue	with	Profession	Staff	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Chapter	9	Organization	–	Bill	Monaghan	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Board	Meeting	–	Fall	1988	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Calendar	1990-1992	
● Walter,	Robert,	Congressman	to	James	Andrews,	PCUSA	Stated	Clerk	
● Readers	Digest	–	‘Look	What	They’ve	Done	to	My	Songs’	–	1990	
● Texas	Methodist/United	Methodist	Reporter	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Women’s	Division	1982-1983	
● United	Methodist	Church	–	Women’s	Division	Contributions	and	Financial	Giving	
● Browning,	Edmond	
● Presbyterian	Peacemaking	Corps	
● Presbyterian	Lay	Committee	National	Conference	–	June	23-26,	1988	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Appeal	for	Religious	Freedom	–	USSR	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Presbytery	Liaison	Network	Training	–	March	27-28,	1987	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Membership/Finances	1987	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	“Christian	Obligations	in	a	Nuclear	Age”	–	Responses	
● McClean,	Robert	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	President’s	Letters	
● Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	–	Washington	Office	
● Presbyterians	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	–	Presbyterian	Church	(USA)	
● World	Council	of	Churches	–	Canberra	
	Box	187	(Dn/O)	
● 1989	F	+	F	Dinner	
● Washington	Briefing	Participants	
● Foundation	Grants	1989	
● Executive	Director	Apps.	(PDRF)	
● Foundation	Grant	
● Foulkes	
● Flash	Report	
● Florida	Meeting	2/87	
● Langdon	Flowers	
● White	House	Briefing	September	30,	1988	
● Fund	Raising	Dinner	9/30/88	Invitation/Press	Release	
● F.A.I.R.	
● General	Assembly	1986	
● General	Assembly	Nominations	
● General	Assembly	–	1989	
● General	Assembly	’88	Issues	
● 1987	General	Assembly	
● Fund	Raising	Letter	#1	7/4/87	
● John	H.	Garner	–	See	Sanctuary	Handbook	
● Fund	Raising	Letter	
● PDRF	1990	–	IN	
● Reader’s	Digest	Articles	
● United	Methodists	
● ECUMW	Financial	File	
● UM	1988	Gen.	Con.	
● Zaire	
● CEPIS:	United	Methodists	–	Gen.	Conf.	‘84	
● Moody	Monthly	–	“UN	Report”	Aug	1988	
● United	Methodists	–	Typen	on	W8	
● General	Assembly	–	May	29-June	6,	1990		Salt	Lake	City,	Utah	
● Chapter	9	Organizations	Article	–	John	Wilbur	Goertz	
● Correspondence	–	Angry	
● 1989	–	Fax	
● IN	1989	Correspondence	#1	
● IN	–	1989	Correspondence	#2	
● 1988	Correspondence	I	
● 1988	Correspondence	II	
● Christian	College	Coalition	Study	Opportunities	in	the	USSR	
● 1951	
● 10/91	
● ASESAH	(Article	+	Memo)	
● Additions	to	Chap	3	
● Human	Right	–	“Country	Reports.:	-	Religious	Freedom	
	Box	188	(O	1)	
● Operation	Dismantle		
● Overseas	Ministry	Study	Center	
● Physicians	for	Social	Responsibility		
● Minority	Rights	Group		
● Congressional	Human	Rights	Caucus	
● Holy	Trinity	Monastery	–	Jordanville,	NY	
● Congressional	Human	Rights	Caucus	–	Congressional	Record		
● Heart	to	Heart	
● Congressional	Human	Rights	Caucus	–	Materials		
● 	NATO/Warsaw	Pact		
● Jackson	–	Vanik	Amendment		
● Just	Life		
● Coalition	for	Democratic	Majority		
● National	Confederation	of	American	Nuns		
● National	Conference	on	Religion	and	Labor	
● National	Land	for	People		
● Mainstream:	Summer	1992	
● International	Liaison	of	Lay	Volunteers	in	Mission		
● Knippers,	Diane:	Personel	Agreements		
● IRD	Board	Bios	
● IRD:	Newsletter	–	Oct	1989	
● IRD:	Letters	to	Denominational	Leaders	–	CEPAD		
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Letters	to	the	Editor	–	Washington	Post	–	6/5/91	
● Briefing	Book	–	Special	Sections,	Credits	
● IRD	–	Early		
● IRD	–	Religious	Liberty	Conference	–	1985		
● Hill,	Kent		
● Beck,	Roy	Howard	
● 	‘W’	–	1992	
● Puerto	Rico	Industrial	Mission		
● Sudan	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	Contributions		
● China	Press	Conference	–	1989	
● Korea	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Lovelace,	Richard	
● Memo	to	Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty		
● Bourdeaux,	Michael	–	Keston		
● IRD	–	Religious	Liberty	Award	–	1991		
● Sider,	Ron	
● Weigel,	George		
● Hill,	Kent	–	Watson,	Frank	
● Wisdom,	Alan	–	Meyers,	Ken	
● Wisdom,	Alan	–	Short,	Kay		
● Calero,	Adolfo/FDN	
● Valladares,	Armando	
● Gammon	&	Grange	
● Lan	Kford,	Frank	
● Mainstream	
● Door	of	Hope	International	
● Joint	Strategy	and	Action	Committee	
● Mainstream	–	Pre	1990	
● IRD	–	1992	
● Tobacco	Company	Boycotts	
● Tax	Resistance	–	US	Churches	
● Infant	Formula	Boycotts	
● Great	Ideas	
● IRD	Conference	–	“More	Than	a	Constitution”	
● US	Government	Human	Rights	Organizations	
● Amnesty	International	
● Reddaway,	Peter	
● MacBride	Principles	–	General	
● Trans-World	Airline	Labor	Dispute	–	Churches	
● U.	S.	Peace	Council	
● Reference	Point:	Reality	
● Persecuted	Church	Fellowship	
● Ravol	Wallenberg	Committee	of	the	United	States-Newsletter	
● Institute	for	Christian	Economics	
● A	Fund	for	Theological	Education	
● Freedom	Federation	
● “Start”	Treaty	
● New	Oxford	Review	
● U.	N.	Draft	Declaration	on	Religious	Intolerance	
● Voice	of	Salvation,	Inc.	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Responsibility	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Winter/Spring	1989	
● Neuhaus,	Richard	–	Roman	Catholic	Membership	
● Billington,	James	
● Walker,	Lucius	Jr.	
● Religion	and	Economics	Report	
● “P”	–	1983	
● Fundraising	Materials	–	1986	
● “Q”	–	1983	
● Repentance	Film	
● Church	Economic	Programs	Information	Service	–	June	1988	
● Church	Economic	Programs	Information	Center	–	July-August	1988	
● Relieving	Third	World	Debt:	A	Call	for	Co-Responsibility	Justice,	and	Solidarity	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	
● C.	S.	Lewis	Institute		
Box	189	(O	2)	
● Coalition	on	Revival	
● CODEL	
● Columbus	Quincentenary	Jubilee	
● Commission	on	Security	and	Cooperation	in	Europe	
● Compassion	International		
● CONELA	
● Congregational	Covenant	for	Family	Life	
● Contras	
● Council	on	Ecclesiology	
● “Christian	Teaching	and	the	Just	Resort	to	Violence”	Conference	Nov.	1988	
● Coalition	for	a	New	Foreign	Policy	I	
● Coalition	for	a	New	Foreign	Policy	II	
● Coalition	for	a	New	Foreign	Policy	III	
● Coalition	for	a	New	Foreign	Policy	IV	
● Coalition	for	Religious	Freedom	
● China	–	Tibet	
● China	–	US	Relations	
● Clinton	Scandal	–	Church	Responses	
● Coffin,	William	Sloane	
● Crew,	Lovie	
● Knippers,	Diane-Commentaries	–	1988	
● Committee	for	a	Free	Afganisan	
● Christianity	and	Democracy	1981	
● Christianity	and	Democracy	1991	Revision	
● Christianity	and	Democracy:	Renewing	a	Vital	Link	Conference	June	1982	
● Christianity	and	Democracy:	Challenge	to	the	Church	Conference	April	1983	
● International	Institute	for	Christian	Studies	
● World	Peace	Council	
● Committee	for	the	Defense	of	Persecuted	Orthodoxy	Christians		
● Columbus	Quicentenary	–	Church	Statements/Resolutions	
● Data	Center	
● Democratic	Socialist	Organizing	Committee	
● Disarmement	and	Defense	Budget	
● Disciple	Renewal	
● American	Coalition	for	Traditional	Values	
● American	Lebanese	League	
● Center	for	International	Relations	
● Christian	Mission	Awareness	
● Council	for	Inter-American	Security	
● Christian	Film	and	Television	Commission	
● Choose	Peace	
● Christian	Century	Article		Box	190	(O	3)		
● Operation	Hunger,	U.S.	II	
● Media	Network	
● Thomas	Clarence	
● Terneus,	John	
● Wipfler,	William	
● Gramm,	Phil	
● Uncaptive	Minds	–	March	1989-July	1990	
● TransAfrica	
● Joshua	House	Communication,	Inc.	
● Kennan	Institute	
● Mission	Possible	
● Hoover	Institution	
● Citizen	Exchanges-General	Information	
● Topical	Note	Study	Bible	
● Trinitarians	
● Transformation	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Europe	Mailing	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Europe	Project	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Press	Briefing	4/6/88	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	European	Resources	as	of	2/8/88	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	liberty	–	Mailing	to	Europeans	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Memo	Re:	2nd	Draft	of	Letter	to	Ribeiro	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Letter	to	Ribeiro	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Generic	Letter	To	European	–	2/8/88	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Europe	Mailing	–	Responses	to	Report	to	Committee	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	European	Appeal	–	Favorable	Responses	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	On	Religious	Liberty	–	Member	List	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Press	Statement	–	Richard	Schifter	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Memo	Re:	November	Meeting	10/28/87	
● Middle	East	Research	and	Information	Project	
● IRD-Newsletter	Fall	1983	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Commentaries	–	1889	
● National	Christian	Leadership	Conference	for	Israel	
● Religious	Coalition	for	a	Moral	Defense	Policy	
● Interchurch	Committee	for	Mutual	Disarmament	(Dutch)	
● Wesley	Voice	Ministries	
● World	Peace	Congress	
● Emmanuel	Inc.	
● Wheaton,	Philip	
● C	–	1984	
● I-J	–	1985	
● United	Bible	Society	
● US	Institute	of	Peace	
● Conference	on	Alternative	State	and	Local	Policies	
● International	Society	for	Human	Rights	
● Corporate	Data	Exchange	
● Council	of	the	Southern	Mountains	
● New	York	Circus	
● Luther	Institute	
● Labor	Research	Association	
● Refugee	Status:	INS	vs.	Cordoza-Fonseca	
● Points	of	Light	
● Miscellaneous	–	1990	
● Christian	Legal	Society	
● Dallas	Conference	–	Fund	Raising	I	
● Dallas	Conference	–	Fund	Raising	II	
● F	–	1985	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Brochure	–	Speaking	Notes	1983-1986		Box	191	(O	4)	
● I-J	–	1984	
● P-Q	–	1985	
● Q-R	–	1984	
● F	–	1984	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	September	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	September	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	February	1988	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	March	1988	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	September,	1984	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	July,	1984	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	May	1988	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	October/November	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	May,	1984	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	June/July,	1983	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	February	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	January	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	May	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	April	1982	
● ‘X-Y-Z’	–	1992	
● RCDA	Conference	–	May	12,	1987	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	1987	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	March,	1985	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	March	1984	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	July/August	–	1985	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	May/June	1985	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	1986	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	May	1983	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	August/September	1983	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	July/August	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	January	1983	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	June	1982	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	December	1981-May	1990	
● ‘U-V’	–	1991	
● ‘W’	–	1991	
● ‘X-Y-Z’	–	1991	
● O	–	1985	
● D	–	1985	
● D	–	1984	
● M	–	1984	
● S	–	1984	II	
● Institute	for	Economic	and	Social	Research	
● American	Center	for	Law	and	Justice	
● Lobbying	
● Melvin,	Billy	A.	–	NAE	and	NCC	
● National	Council	of	Churches	–	Middle	East	Prayer	
● W	and	V	–	1985	
● IRD	–	Christianity	and	Democracy	Draft	
● Copyright	Issues		Box	192	(O	5)	
● Persecuted	Church	Commission,	Inc	
● Society	of	St.	Stephen	Bulletin	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	April	1988	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	January	1985	
● Witness	for	Peace	
● IRD	0	Special	Committee	on	NCCC-WCC	Relations	
● South	Africa	–	Religious	Liberty	I	
● Saudi	Arabia	–	Religious	Liberty	
● South	Africa	–	Religious	Freedom	II	
● Turkey	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Syria	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Vietnam	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Uruguay	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Philippines	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Zimbabwe	–	Religious	Liberty	
● National	Council	to	Support	the	Democracy	Movements	
● Lithuanian	Roman	Catholic	Federation	of	America	
● Lithuanian	National	Foundation	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Review	of	‘Liberation	of	One’	–	Christianity	Today	–	9/18/87	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	“Polish	Dissident	Movement	Stresses	Both	Freedom	and	Peace”	–	Religious	News	Service	–	4/24/89	
● Jones,	Frederick	and	Stan	De	Boe	–	“In	Memory	of	Tiananmen:	Establishing	Explicit	Human	Rights	Standards	for	China”	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	“Social	and	Political	Values	on	out	Theological	Seminary	Campuses”	–	Challenge	–	Summer	1989	
● Disinformation	
● Insurance	–	Libel/Slander	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	“Peace	in	Nicaragua:	Promises	or	Illusions?”	–	World	Perspectives	v2n3	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	“Lurch	to	the	Left	of	Most	Liberals”	–	Christian	Social	Action,	July/Aug	‘88	
● Knippers,	Diane	and	Walter	Kansteiner	–	“International	Issues	at	General	Conference”	–	Challenge	–	Spring	1988	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	“Rights	Abuses”	–	The	Christian	Century	–	September	13-20,	1989	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	“In	Nicaragua,	Mainline	Churches	are	on	the	Wrong	Side”	–	Religious	News	Service	12/29/87	
● Ethiopia	–	Religious	Liberty	
● Africa	University	
● Daily	Glasnost	
● Grazulis,	Petras	
● Genesis	
● Family	Research	Council	
● Defense	Department	Budget	
● D.C.	Hunger	Action	
● Prodemca	
● National	Foundation	for	the	Study	of	Religion	and	Economics	
● Reader’s	Digest	and	Responses	–	1990	
● IRD	–	Photos	
● International	Conference	on	Religious	Liberty	
● International	Conference	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Post	Conference	Report	for	USIA	Grant	
● IRD/CEPAD	–	Sojourners	1987	
● Letters	1991	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	1989-1990	
● The	Connecticut	Mutual	Life	Report	on	American	Values	in	the	‘80s:	The	Impact	of	Belief	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	1992	
● National	Association	of	Evangelicals	
● Church	World	Service	
● IRD	–	Briefing	Papers	
● Church	World	Service	–	Cambodia	Relief	
● Osteropäishces	Christentum	
● Resistance	International	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Signatures	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Background	
● Congressional	Millennium	Resolution	–	Press	Conference	Materials	
● National	Christian	Reporter	–	“Religious	Intolerance	Persists”	7/25/88	
● Seattle	Pacific	University	
● SEND	International	
● Index	on	Censorship	
● Georgian	Council	on	Religious	Affairs	
● Ribeiro	Cover	Letter	–	Europe	Project	
● Ribeiro	Press	Release	–	Contacts	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Introduction/Press	Background	
● Ribeiro	Press	Release	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	R.T.	Davies	Remarks	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Meeting	2/1/89	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Letter	to	Ribeiro	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Meeting	9/28/88	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Press	Briefing	4/6/88	
● Ribeiro	–	Materials	Related	to	U.N./2nd	Report	on	Religious	Intolerance	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	European	List	
● Operation	Hunger,	U.S.	–	Board	of	Directors	Meeting	–	April	27,	1992	
● Tooley,	Mark	–	Arlington	District	
● Operation	Hunger,	U.S.	I		Box	193	(O	6)	
● Church/Labor	Relations	I	
● Valledares,	Armando	Templeton	Prize	Award	1987	
● Vietnam	
● Vietnam	–	Daan	Van	Toai	
● Valladares,	Armando	II	
● Valledares,	Armando	I	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	November/December	1984-March/April	1985	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	March/April	1983-July/August	1983	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	November/December	1982-January/February	1983	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	July/August	1984-September/October	1984	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	January/February	1984-May/June	1984	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	September/October	1983-November/December	1983	
● World	Student	Christian	Organization	
● Princeton	Religion	Research	Center	–	Emerging	Trends	
● Christianity	Today	–	Marx	
● American	Security	Council	Federation	–	Marxism-Leninism	A	Primer	
● Prison	Fellowship	International	–	Jubilee	International	
● Travis	Institute	
● Underground	Ministries	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	November/December	1985-January/February	1986	
● Problems	of	Communism	–	May/June	1985-September/October	1985	
● E	–	1984	
● C	–	1985	
● Haynes,	John	Earl	–	Communism	and	Anti-Communism	in	the	United	States	–	Bibliography	–	“Communism	and	the	Churches”	
● Impact	Productions	–	“Toymakers	Dream”	
● Ethics	and	Public	Policy	Center	II	
● INTERDEV	
● Interchange	
● Initiatives	
● InterReligious	Emergency	Campaign	for	Economic	Justice	
● IRD	–	Early	Articles	
● IRD	Newsletter	–	Recent	Alerts	
● IRD	Response	to	‘Road	to	Damascus’	
● IRD	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	I	
● National	and	International	Religion	Report	
● NAFTA:	Study	Kit	
● Harmon,	Kendall	–	Arresting	Church’s	Decline	–	Pittsburgh	Post-Gazette	
● Hochstein/O’Rourke	Report	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Letter	to	the	Editor	–	Seattle	Times	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Letter	to	the	Editor	–	Christianity	and	Crisis	
● Eco-Theology	
● Peace	with	Justice	Project	
● National	Interreligious	Service	Board	for	Conscientious	Objectors	
● Radio	Free	Europe	–	Radio	Liberty	
● A	Consultation	on	Challenging	US	Policy	on	the	Philippines	
● Islam	
● Israel	
● Cura-Dia	
● IRS	Correspondence	
● K	–	1984		Box	194	(O	7)	
● National	Conference	of	Black	Lawyers	
● Prolifers	for	Survival	
● Left-Wing	Publications	–	Miscellaneous	
● World	Without	War	II	
● World	Without	War	I	
● IRD	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	II	
● IRD	–	Inter-Office	Communication	
● American	Indian	Movement	
● International	Society	for	Human	Rights	
● Center	for	Constitutional	Rights	
● K	–	1985	
● X-Y-Z	–	1985	
● Mainstream	–	Spring	1991	
● Postal	Should	We	Value?	A	Theological	and	Economic	Critique	of	‘Economic	Justice	and	the	Christian	Conscience’	The	Report	of	the	Urban	Bishops’	Coalition	of	the	Episcopal	Church	
● G	–	1982-1984	
● UN	Declaration	on	the	Elimination	of	All	Forms	of	Intolerance	and	of	Discrimination	Based	on	Religion	or	Belief	
● Prison	Fellowship	
● Institute	for	Policy	Studies	I	
● Institute	for	Food	and	Development	Policy	
● Refugee	Status:	Criteria	
● Institute	for	Policy	Studies	–	Third	World	Womens	Project	
● Institute	for	Policy	Studies	–	Hunger	
● Church/Labor	Relations	II	
● Christian	Emergency	Relief	Team	
● Vocation	Task	Force	
● GAC	1980’s	
● H	–	1980	
● Freedom	House	
● Peace	With	Justice	Week	
● Religious	Action	Center	
● Civic	Action	Institute	
● Citizens	Against	Nuclear	War	
● Campaign	to	Stop	Government	Spying	
● Bridges	for	Peace	
● Underground	Ministries	
● Churches’	Center	for	Theology	and	Public	Policy	
● Appalachian	Development	Committee	
● Christians	for	Socialism	
● Commission	on	Voluntary	Service	and	Action	
● Institute	for	World	Order	
● LAOS	
● Network	to	Educate	for	World	Peace	
● Thomas	Merton	Center	
● Maryknoll	
● National	Assembly	of	Religious	Women	
● Humanitas	International	
● Human	Rights	Watch	
● Catholic	Peace	Fellowship		Box	195	(O	8)	
● Church	World	Service	
● Church	League	of	America	
● Christianity	and	Democracy	Pamphlets	
● Christian	and	Democracy	–	Revised	
● Columbus	Quincentenary	II	
● Columbus	Quincentenary	I	
● Christian	Peace	Conference	III	
● Coalition	for	Religious	Renewal	
● Community	Action	
● Columbus	Quincentenary	III	
● Association	for	Church	Renewal	–	DuPage	Declaration	
● American	Enterprise	Institute	
● Christian	Peace	Conference	I	
● Christian	College	Coalition	
● Center	for	Science	in	the	Public	Interest	
● Center	for	Religion,	Ethics,	and	Social	Policy	–	Eco	Justice	Project	
● Chemical	Warfare	
● Center	for	Policy	Alternatives	
● Christian	Peace	Conference	II	
● Christianity	and	Crisis	–	March	18.	1991	
● Christianity	&	Crisis/IRD	Articles	
● Christianity	and	Crisis	
● Christian	Voice	
● Christian	Reformed	World	Relief	Committee	
● Catholic	Social	Teaching	and	the	American	Economy	Conference	–	Notre	Dame	–	1983	I	
● Catholic	Social	Teaching	and	the	American	Economy	Conference	–	Notre	Dame	–	1983	II	
● Middle	East	Churches	
● US	Churches	and	a	Palestine	State	
● Middle	East	–	US	Churches	
● Coalition	for	Justice	and	Peace	in	Middle	East	
● Churches	for	Middle	East	Peace	
● Middle	East:	General	
● Israel	and	Palestinian	Liberation	Organization	(PLO)	
● Christians	in	Visual	Arts	
● Churches	for	Middle	East	Peace	
● IRD	Sojourners	Exchange	Dec	1987	
● National	Forum	Foundation	
● Project	South	Africa	
● Providence	Foundation	
● Opus	Dei	
● National	Christian	Fellowship	
● National	Association	of	Scholars	
● National	Character	Laboratory	
● Ransom	Fellowship	
● People	to	People	
● Pax	Christi,	USA	
● Resistance	International	
● Institute	on	Religion	and	Public	Life	
● Refugee	Policy	Group	
● Philanthropic	Roundtable	
● Public	Eye	
● Puebla	Institute	
● Marshall,	TX	Shoot	
● People’s	Place	
● New	Life	2000	
● National	Center	for	Public	Policy	Research	
● IRD	–	Miscellaneous	
● How	to	Write	for	Publication	Without	Wasting	Steps	
● Crisis	–	February	1989	
● Malik,	Habib	–	Review	
● Human	Rights	–	1992	
● United	Nations	–	Universal	Declaration	of	Human	Rights	
● Centesimus	Annus	
● N	–	1985	
● Denominational	Issues	–	1992	
● Christian	Leaders	for	Responsible	Television	–	Boycott	
● Church-led	Boycotts	–	Effectiveness	and	Impact	
● Socially	Responsible	Investing	
● Shareholder	Resolutions	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Shareholder	Resolution	–	1983	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Miscellaneous		Box	196	(O	9)	
● National	Anti-Klan	Network	
● Interfaith	Coalition	of	Community	Organizations	
● Human	Rights	
● Bunting,	Clayton	and	Mason,	William	
● Coalition	–	Pending	
● Malik,	Habib	–	Cirriculum	Vita	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Book	
● L	–	1985	
● W	–	1985	
● T	–	1985	
● S	–	1985	
● Answered	Letters	–	A	–	1984	
● National	Legal	Foundation	
● The	Corporate	Examiner	
● US	Justice	Foundation	
● Trans	World	Missions	
● Riverside	Church	
● Coalition	on	Human	Needs	
● Development	Group	for	Alternative	Policies	
● Food	Research	and	Action	Center	
● Franciscan	Communications	–	“The	Gift	of	Land”	
● Freedom	House	
● Churches’	Committee	for	Voter	Registration	
● American	Civil	Liberties	Union	
● Rainbow	Coalition,	Inc.	
● ‘K’	–	1992	
● ‘J’	–	1992	
● ‘I’	–	1992	
● ‘H’	–	1992	
● ‘G’	–	1992	
● ‘F’	–	1992	
● ‘V’	–	1992	
● ‘U’	–	1992	
● ‘T’	–	1992	
● ‘S’	–	1992	
● ‘R’	–	1992	
● ‘P’	–	1992	
● ‘O’	–	1992	
● ‘M’	–	1992	
● ‘M’	–	1992	
● ‘L’	–	1992	
● ‘A’	–	1992	
● ‘B’	–	1992	
● ‘C’	–	1992	
● ‘D’	–	1992	
● ‘E’	–	1992	
● Prayer	Book	Society	
● Peace	With	Justice	Walk	10/85	
● Seabury	Journal	
● IRD	–	Economic	Studies	Program	–	Jan	1991	
● IRD	Grant	Proposals	–	1983	
● CEPIS	–	1984	
● CEPIS	–	1985-1987	
● Hill,	Kent	
● IRD	–	Economic	Studies	Program	–	1990	
● Prayer	Book	Society	–	New	York	Chapter	
● Smith,	Graham	–	“Peace	with	Freedom	and	Justice”	
● IRD	–	Economic	Studies	Program	–	1989	
● Religion	and	Economics	Report	–	November,	1988		Box	197	(O	10)	
● Articles	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	II	
● Publications	–	Miscellaneous	
● Articles	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Church	Proxy	Resolutions	–	January	1990	
● Jesuit	Corporate	Investment	Watchdog	Group	
● British	Information	Services	–	Northern	Ireland	Fair	Employment	
● AFL-CIO	–	March	1989	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Critiques	and	Evaluations	I	
● HR	4426	–	Fair	Employment	Incentive	Act	of	1988	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Critiques	and	Evaluations	II	
● Liberation	Theology	Packet	
● Peace	Institutes	
● ‘Peace	and	Freedom’	1983	+	1987	
● ‘Peace	and	Disarmament’	
● Pax	World	Foundation	
● Pax	Christi	
● Partners	International	
● Northern	Ireland	–	New	Fair	Employment	Act	
● Centaur	
● “Khudo	Khokhlasa”	Central	Asian	Christian	Mission	
● National	Endowment	for	Democracy	
● Other	Side	–	Organizational	Profiles	
● Rockford	Institute	I	
● Armenian	National	Committee	of	America	
● Odessa	Bible	School	and	Haaz	Social	Assistance	Fund	
● Armenian	Assembly	of	America	
● The	Express-Chronicle	
● Rudomino	Library	
● Livezey,	Lowell	W.	–	Nongovernmental	Organizations	and	the	Ideas	of	Human	Rights	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Press	Reports	
● Campbell	Soup	Boycott	
● INFACT	Boycotts	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Reform	–	Church	Proxy	Resolutions	
● Northern	Ireland	–	MacBride	Plan	
● Religion	and	Economic	Report	–	October	1988	
● Religion	and	Economic	Report	–	September,	1988	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Shell	Oil	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Nuclear	Debate	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Responsibility	–	“The	Boycott	is	Back!”	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Responsibility	–	The	Valdez	Principles	
● Interfaith	Center	for	Corporate	Responsibility	–	The	Global	Debt	Crisis	–	United	Methodist	Church	General	Conference	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	–	Gulf	and	Western	
● Interfaith	Center	on	Corporate	Responsibility	
● Kairos	Document	–	Articles	
● Literature	Survey	
● Korean	Church	Coalition	for	Peace,	Justice,	and	Re-Unification	
● Madison	Center	for	Educational	Affairs	
● ‘Silence	from	the	Christians’	–	Washington	Times	
● Sojourners	–	“Usual	Operating	Procedures”	
● Spasowski,	Romuald	+	Wanda	
● Shipilov,	Vasili	
● Overseas	Development	Council	
● One	by	One	
● Kairos	Document	–	Religious	News	Service	
● Articles	–	1980s-1990	–	Miscellaneous	II	
● ‘R’	–	1983	I	
● ‘N’	–	1983	
● ‘K’	–	1983	I	
● ‘H’	–	1983	I	
● ‘H’	–	1983	II	
● ‘W’	–	1983	III	
● ‘H’	–	1983	IV	
● ‘J’	–	1983	
● ‘I’	–	1983	
● ‘M’	–	1983	I	
● ‘M’	–	1983	II	
● ‘J’	–	1983	II	
● ‘L’	–	1983	
● ‘R’	–	1983	II	
● ‘O’	–	1983	
● O-P	–	1984	
● India	and	Sri	Lanka	
● Articles	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	III	
● Articles	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	IV	
● Operation	Mobilization	
● International	Society	for	Human	Rights	
● Moral	Rearmament	Movement	
● South	Africa	
● Operation	Mobilization	–	Logos	II	
● Concerned	Women	for	America	
● International	Institute	for	Christian	Studies	
● Couple	to	Couple	League	
● Road	to	Damascus	–	Washington	Post	Article	–	8/5/89	
● Global	Perspectives	
● Center	for	the	United	Nations	
● Braden,	Anne	
● Peace/Pacifism	
● Christians	for	Socialism	
● Les	Éditeurs	Réunis	
● La	Voix	de	Jésus	Nazaréen	
● Media	Associates	International	
● Law	and	Liberty	Trust		Box	198	(O	11)	
● ‘R’	–	1983	I	
● ‘N’	–	1983	
● ‘K’	–	1983	I	
● ‘H’	–	1983	I	
● ‘H’	–	1983	II	
● ‘W’	–	1983	III	
● ‘H’	–	1983	IV	
● ‘J’	–	1983	
● ‘I’	–	1983	
● ‘M’	–	1983	I	
● ‘M’	–	1983	II	
● ‘J’	–	1983	II	
● ‘L’	–	1983	
● ‘R’	–	1983	II	
● ‘O’	–	1983	
● O-P	–	1984	
● India	and	Sri	Lanka	
● Articles	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	III	
● Articles	–	1990	–	Miscellaneous	IV	
● Operation	Mobilization	
● International	Society	for	Human	Rights	
● Moral	Rearmament	Movement	
● South	Africa	
● Operation	Mobilization	–	Logos	II	
● Concerned	Women	for	America	
● International	Institute	for	Christian	Studies	
● Couple	to	Couple	League	
● Road	to	Damascus	–	Washington	Post	Article	–	8/5/89	
● Global	Perspectives	
● Center	for	the	United	Nations	
● Braden,	Anne	
● Peace/Pacifism	
● Christians	for	Socialism	
● Les	Éditeurs	Réunis	
● La	Voix	de	Jésus	Nazaréen	
● Media	Associates	International	
● Law	and	Liberty	Trust		Box	199	(O	12)	
● News	Network	International	
● Africa:	Mozambique	
● Burundi	(Post-Coup):	Religious	Liberty	
● M	–	1985	
● Special	List	Mailing	–	5/19/88	
● Ultimate	Issues	
● Mission	Aviation	Fellowship	
● Women’s	Environment	and	Development	Organization	
● Women’s	International	Bulletin	
● Mission	Advocate	
● Miscellaneous	Articles	–	1991	
● Millennium	Project	
● World	Relief	Corp.	
● Articles	–	1980s-1990	–	Miscellaneous	I	
● Miscellaneous	
● Logos	Bible	Training	by	Extension	
● International	Services	of	Hope,	Inc.	
● Institute	for	Global	Education	
● Rockford	Institute	II	
● National	Spiritual	Assembly	of	Baha’is	of	US	
● Movimento	People	(Italy)	
● Center	for	Strategic	and	International	Studies	
● Christian	Action	
● Christian	Broadcasting	Network	
● Christian	Forum	Research	Foundation	
● Christian	Relief	Work	Tabea	Newsletter	
● CREED	News	
● Council	for	a	Livable	World	
● Conference	on	Church	and	Peacemaking	in	the	Nuclear	Age	
● Clergy	and	Laity	Concerned	–	Peace	
● IRD	“Primer”	–	To	Be	Edited	–	1/31/91	
● Center	for	Defense	Information	
● Center	for	Constitutional	Rights	
● American	Council	for	Judaism	
● Pre-Election	–	1992	
● War	Resisters	League	
● Association	for	Christian	Conferences,	Teaching	and	Service	
● Commission	on	Security	and	Cooperation	in	Europe	
● Christian	Projects	Services	
● Christian	Aid	
● Christian	Business	Men’s	Committee	of	USA	
● Center	for	Naval	Analysis	
● Center	for	Civil	Society	International	
● Canadian	Christian	Anti-Communism	Crusade	
● Campus	Crusade	for	Christ,	International	
● Association	of	Military	Christian	Fellowships	
● Association	of	Christian	Schools	
● Anchor	of	Hope	
● Aid	to	the	Church	in	Need	
● Citizens	Democracy	Corps	
● Aid	to	the	Church	in	Need	
● Amnesty	International	
● American	–	NIS	Institute	
● Barnabas	Ensemble	
● Billy	Graham	Evangelistic	Association	
● Bibles	for	the	World	
● Christians	in	Crisis	
● ACCESS	
● Christian	Legal	Society	
● AD	2000	Movement	
● American	Bible	Society	
● McCarthyism	
● McCleary,	Paul		Box	200	(O	13)	
● Soulforce	
● Lausanne	Committee	
● Mission	Forum	
● Missionary	Frontiers	
● Multnomah	
● National	Forum	Foundation	
● Officers’	Christian	Fellowship	of	the	USA	–	Command	
● Sarita	Kenedy	East	Foundation	
● Robert	W.	Galvin	Foundation	
● Fundraising	
● Arthur	S.	DeMoss	–	1987-1988	
● Arthur	S.	DeMoss	Foundation	1985-1986	
● W.	H.	Brady	Foundation	
● Liberty	Fund	
● Roe	Foundation	
● Mellon	Foundation	
● Trust	Funds	Incorporated	
● Stedman	Foundation	
● DeRance	Foundation	
● European	Negotiations	–	NATO	Missles	
● Evangelical	Alliance	
● Issachar	
● Just	Between	Friends	
● Jubilee	Campaign	
● Lausanne	Research	Project	
● Mission	Possible	–	Newsletters	
● Minnie	and	Bernard	B.	Lane	Foundation	
● Kresge	Foundation	
● Grace	Foundation	
● Richard	and	Helen	DeVos	Foundation	
● Borden	Foundation	
● R.W.	Fair	Foundation	
● Miscellaneous	–	1990	I	
● Origins	v20n46-v21n11	
● Origins	v21n12-v21n24	
● Origins	v21n25-v21n40	
● Origins	v22n4-v22n16	
● Holy	Trinity	Fathers	
● Institute	for	Bible	Translation	(Sweden)	
● Fuller	Seminary	
● Origins	v11n35-v16n1	
● Missions	
● National	Conference	of	Black	Lawyers	
● Will,	James	E.	
● Porter	Gareth	
● Exodus	Network	News	
● Theology	in	the	Americas	
● Suhor,	Mary	Lou	
● Matanzas	
● Soujourners	–	Peace	
● Sanctuary	–	Preface	and	Intro	
● Origins	v21n41-v22n3	
● Human	Rights	Watch	
● Origins	v20n26-v20n45	
● Origins	v19n10-v20n25	
● Origins	v18n9-v19n9	
● Origins	v16n22-v17n25	
● Internation	Liaison	of	Lay	Volunteers	in	Mission	
● Millennium	Committee	
● Origins	v17n27-v18n8	
● Origins	v16n2-v16n21		Box	201	(O	14)	
● Chertkova/Rodgers	
● China	
● China	–	Dissidents	
● Center	for	Democratic	Renewal	
● Center	for	Development	Policy	
● Center	for	International	Policy	
● Center	for	National	Security	Studies	
● Radio	Free	Europe	
● Rutherford	Institute	
● Religion	and	Society	Report	II	
● Religion	and	Society	Report	I	
● Readers	Digest	Controversy	
● Africa:	Namibia	(General)	
● Namibia	Democratic	Coalition	II	
● Namibia:	South	West	African	People’s	Organization	(SWAPO)	
● Africa:	Namibia	(Churches)	
● Namibia	Democratic	Coalition	I	
● Africa:	Uganda	
● Africa:	Sudan	
● Southern	Africa	
● Southern	Africa:	National	Council	of	Church	of	Christ	–	(NCC)	
● Southern	Africa	Committee	
● Africa:	Nigeria	
● Namibia:	US	Churches	
● Africa:	Zambia	
● Africa:	Zaire	
● Namibia	(UN)	
● Namibia	(MNCS)	
● Africa:	Zimbabwe	II	
● Africa:	Zimbabwe	I	
● Middle	East	Council	of	Churches	
● Islam	is	the	Pacific	(Indonesia)	
● International	Defense	and	Aid	for	South	Africa	
● Miscellaneous	Middle	East	Groups	
● Middle	East	–	US	Churches	
● Religious	Liberty:	Lesotho	
● Religious	Liberty:	Namibia	
● Religious	Liberty:	Angola	
● Religious	Liberty:	Tanzania	
● Religious	Liberty:	Uganda	
● Religious	Liberty:	Zaire	
● Religious	Liberty:	Sudan	
● Africa:	Malawi	
● Religious	Liberty:	Burundi	(Pre-Coup)	
● Religious	Liberty:	Gabon	
● Religious	Liberty:	Ghana	
● Religious	Liberty:	Kenya	
● Religious	Liberty:	Libya	
● Religious	Liberty:	Liberia	
● Religious	Liberty:	Mozambique	
● Africa:	Libya	
● Namibia:	World	Council	of	Churches	(WCC)	
● Africa:	Organization	of	African	Unity	–	(OAU)	
● Namibia	(Christian	Democrats)	
● Africa:	Liberia	
● Africa:	Kenya	(Religious	Liberty)	
● National	Ecumenical	Student	Conference	–	Second	Annual	
● China	–	Tiananmen	Square	
● China	–	Protestants	II	
● China	–	Student	Immigration	
● China	–	Tiananmen	Square	Anniversary	
● CEPAD/IRD	1987	
● CEPAD/IRD	Exchanges	1990	
● New	Exodus	Inc.	
● Network:	A	National	Catholic	Social	Justice	Lobby	
● National	Peace	Institute	Foundation	
● National	Lawyers	Guild	
	Box	202	(O	15)	
● China	–	Human	Rights	Reports	
● China	–	Most	Favored	Nation	Status	
● China	–	Protestants	I	
● Center	for	Christianity	and	the	Common	Good	
● Cambodia	
● Campus	Crusade	
● China	–	Forced	Labor	
● National	Endowment	for	Democracy	
● United	Nations	–	Special	Rapporteur	on	Human	Rights	–	3rd	Report	
● Witness	for	Peace	–	Early	90s	
● Wright,	J.	Robert	–	“The	Biblical	and	Theological	Basis	for	Ecumenism”	
● Dykstra,	Craig	–	“The	Ecology	of	Denominational	Organizations:	A	Query”	
● American	Friends	Service	Committee	
● Inter-Religious	Task	Force	for	Social	Analysis	
● IRD	TV	Debate	1982	and	1983	
● IRD	–	South	Africa	Connection	Accusations	
● Interfaith	Action	for	Economic	Justice	
● International	Conference	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Questionnaires	and	Publications	
● International	Conference	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Speeches	
● International	Religious	Liberty	Conference	1985	III	
● International	Religious	Liberty	Conference	1985	I	
● International	Religious	Liberty	Conference	1985	II	
● Congressional	Human	Rights	Caucus	–	2nd	Report	Summary	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Meeting	Dec	1	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Members	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	in	the	USSR	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Press	Briefing	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Press	Conference	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	for	Religious	Liberty	–	Memos	
● “The	Road	to	Damascus:	Kairos	and	Conversion”	
● Resolutions	
● Washington	Peace	Center	
● Weigel,	George	Book	Reception	
● Weiss,	Cora	
● Religious	Liberty	Conference	Sept	1989	
● Religious	Network	for	Equality	for	Women	
● Robb,	Ed	Book	Reception	
● Religious	Freedom	
● Amnesty	International	–	Inter-Religious	Human	Rights	Group	
● American	Freedom	Coalition	
● “After	the	Millennium”	Conference	Sept	1989	
● Afghanistan	
● Lovelace,	Richard	
● Christianity	and	Crisis	–	Letter	to	the	Editor	–	10/30/89	
● Knippers,	Diane	
● Good	News	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	Re-Vamp	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	Proposals	and	Correspondence	
● YMCA	I	
● YMCA	II	
● Young	Christians	for	Global	Justice		Box	203	(O	16)	
● ‘R’	–	1991	
● ‘P-Q’	–	1991	
● ‘L’	-	1991	
● ‘O’	–	1991	
● ‘C’	–	1991	
● ‘K’	–	1991	
● ‘A’	–	1991	
● ‘B’	–	1991	
● ‘G’	–	1991	
● Ad	Hoc	Committee	on	Religious	Liberty	–	Coalition	Meeting	10/26/86	
● Tyson,	Brady	
● Will,	Don	
● Zamora,	Rubin	
● Hunger	Project	Proposal	
● US,	Inc.	
● Operation	Hunger,	US	–	Annual	Report	1991-1992	
● Biblical	Witness	Fellowship	–	Affirming	Our	Faith	
● Teleios	Foundation	
● Summer	Institute	of	Theological	Education	
● Witness	for	Peace	
● Witness	for	Peace/IRD	Exchanges	Oct	1986-Jan	1987	
● Women	Against	Nuclear	War	
● Women’s	International	League	for	Peace	and	Education	
● Government	and	Human	Rights	
● Ground	Zero	
● Christian	Peace	Conference	I	
● Christian	Peace	Conference	II	
● Clergy	and	Laity	Concerned	
● ‘Churches	and	the	International	Economy’	Conference	May	1985	
● Oxfam	America	
● Miscellaneous	Articles	–	1990	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Commentaries	–	1986	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Commentaries	–	1987	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Commentaries	–	1990	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Commentaries	–	1991	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Commentaries	–	1992	
● IRD	–	Staff	Mentions	–	2006	II	
● IRD	–	Staff	Mentions	–	2007	
● Readers	Digest	
● Philippines	–	Land	Reforms	
● Philippines	–	1987	
● Afghanistan	
● Taiwan	–	Churches	
● Taiwan	
● Kay	Short	
● Prison	Ministries	
● International	Prison	Ministry	
● Fassett,	Thom	
● Hostetter,	Doug	
● Mainstream	–	Winter	1991		Box	204	(O	17)	
● Schuller,	Robert	
● Swaggart,	Timmy	
● The	Partnership	Report	
● The	Rockford	Smit	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	Brochures	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	Addresses	for	Foundations	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	Pending	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	–	Press	
● Bread	for	the	World	I	
● Bread	for	the	World	II	
● Bread	for	the	World	III	
● Bread	and	Freedom	Conference	Feb	1983	
● Bourdeaux,	Michael	–	Luncheon	–	Dec	3,	1984	
● US	Information	Agency	
● Road	to	Damascus	
● Ribeiro	Report	and	Ad	Hoc	Committee	I	
● Ribeiro	Report	and	Ad	Hoc	Committee	II	
● Gospel	Light	Publications	
● Habitat	for	Humanity	
● ‘E’	–	1991	
● ‘Religion,	Democracy,	and	World	Affairs’	Conference	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	1989	–	Dec	
● Radio	America	
● United	Nations	and	Religious	Non-Governmental	Organizations	
● Holy	Cross	Abbey	–	Berryville,	VA	
● Refugee	Policy	Group	Meeting	–	Feb	7,	1990	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	Sept/Oct	1987	
● Religion	and	Democracy	–	Nov/Dec	–	1987	
● Religious	Liberty	Packet	
● ‘H’	–	1991	
● ‘I’	–	1991	
● ‘J’	–	1991	
● ‘M’	–	1991	
● ‘N’	–	1991	
● ‘D’	–	1991	
● ‘T’	–	1991	
● ‘F’	–	1991	
● B	–	1984	I	
● B	–	1984	II	
● Mainstream	–	Fall	1992	
● Mainstream	–	Fall	1990	
● Mainstream	–	Summer	1991		Box	205	(O	18)	
● Mainstream	–	Spring	1991	
● Mainstream	–	Winter	1992	
● Mainstream	–	Spring	1992	
● Nugent,	Randolph	
● Adjali,	Mia	
● Financial	Disclosures	
● Lausanne	Committee	(Manila)	–	Soviet	and	Eastern	European	Participation	
● Iran	–	Hostage	Crisis	
● Collins,	Shelia	
● Billings,	Peggy	
● Browning,	Ed	
● National	Citizens	Action	Network	
● Nandaime	Crackdown	–	July	1988	
● Jones,	Frederick	P.;	Preusch,	Dana;	and	Jackson,	Lonni	–	Documenting	the	Oldline/Ecumenical	Anti-War	Movement	
● Adams,	Lawrence	–	The	Churches	and	the	Middle	East:	A	Call	for	Thoughtful	Involvement	
● Adams,	Lawrence	E.	and	Jones,	Frederick	P.	–	“Stewardship	in	the	9s:	Two	Views”	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	Book	Review	–	“The	Liberation	of	One”	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	RNS	Article	
● Wisdom,	Alan	–	“Contra	Aid:	The	Hour	of	Judgment	Approaches”	
● Knippers,	Diane	–	‘A	Lurch	to	the	Left	of	Most	Liberals’	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Letter	to	the	Editor	–	National	Catholic	Reporter	
● Hill,	Kent	–	The	Righteous	Lobby	
● China	–	Religious	Liberty	
● China	–	Reaction	to	USSR	Coup	
● China	–	Religion	
● Hill,	Kent	–	Letter	to	the	Editor	–	Philippines	
● vanRossum,	Jacob	–	Notes	at	Rigdon	Debriefing	
● Center	of	Concern	
● ‘Sanctuary:	Challenge	to	the	Churches’	Conference	Oct	1985	
● Foyer	Oriental	Chrétien	
● Food	for	the	Hungry	
● First	Foundations	
● Fellowship	of	Reconciliation	
● Society	of	St.	Stephen	–	Refugee	Resettlement	Project	
● Slepak	Report	
● Seminaries	
● Seeds	of	Hope	
● Southern	Poverty	Law	Center	
● Southern	Organizing	Committee	
● South	Korea	
● Sojourners	
● Stony	Point	Center	
● Student	Christian	Movement	
● Interfaith	Action:	Hard	Choices	(by	Robert	Greenstein)	–	June	1986	
● Where	Donations	Go	
● The	Church	and	Public	Policy	
● The	Marxist	Critique	of	Dependency	Theory:	An	Introduction	
● Farm	Crisis	
● Food	&	Agriculture	–	The	Church	
● UCC	–	Pastoral	on	Econ.	
● The	Christian	Century:	A	Postcommunist	Manifesto	(and	Responses)	–	January	16,	1991	
● Kent,	Hill	–	A	Biblical	View	of	Democratic	Capitalism	(TRURO	Episcopal	Church	Presentation)	
● Democracy	and	Free	Enterprise	
● Parental	Leave	Legislation	
● Ecumenical	Press	Service	
● Comparable	Worth:	The	Feminist	Road	to	Socialism	
● Emmaus	Ministries	
● Heldy,	J.	A.	Reception	
● Habitat	for	Humanity	
● Harford	Courant	–	Mailouts	
● Families	of	Vietnamese	Political	Prisoners	Association	
● Falwell,	Jerry	
● Sane,	Freeze	
● International	Development	Organization	
● International	Freedom	Foundation	
● United	States	Congress	–	House	of	Representatives	–	Smith	Resolution	–	House	Concurrent	Resolution	229	
● Interlock	International	
● Institute	for	the	End	World	Hunger	Foundation	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990):	Host	Information	and	Conference	Schedule	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990):	Invitation		
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● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	Honorary	Hosts	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	Conference	Dinner	Seating	and	Menu	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	Conference	Program	and	Attendee	Sign-in	Records	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	Assignments	–	Staff	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	List	of	Invites	–	Preparation	II	Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	List	of	Invites	–	Preparation	I	
● Religious	Freedom	Award	(1990)	–	Church	Members’	Responses	to	IRD	Letter	
● 1989	Religious	Freedom	Award	–	Recipients	
● Religious	Freedom	–	“Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism	Conference”	Sample	Handout	Materials	
● Religious	Freedom	–	“Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism	Conference”	Fakhry’s	Paper	–	1991	
● Religious	Freedom	–“Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism	Conference”	Thank	You	Letters	
● L	(Kemble)	
● K	(Kemble)	
● USSR	–	Articles	
● G	(Kemble)	
● Roger	Russell	Marketing	
● G	–	1985	
● E	–	1985	
● S	–	1984	I	
● U-V	–	1984	
● Religious	Freedom	–	“Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism	Confernce,”	Participant	Correspondence	
● IRD	–	501c3	Status	
● IRD	–	Mailing	to	Roman	Catholic	Bishops	–	5/20/86	
● IRD	–	Fundraising	Letter	–	6/20/86	
● IRD	–	Memo	to	Board	of	Advisors	and	Friends	–	7/17/86	
● Memo	–	Mailing	to	Board	Advisors	and	Friends	–	4/11/86	
● IRD	Board	
● IRD	–	Income	Statements	–	1987	
● Robb	Mailing	–	9/12/85	
● Miscellaneous	Articles	
● ‘S’	–	1991	
● Busto,	Busto,	&	Associates	
● IRD	–	Fundraiser	5/11/87	
● S	(Kemble)	
● N	(Kemble)	
● H	–	1984	I	
● H	–	1984	II	
● L	–	1984	I	
● L	–	1984	I	
● W	–	1984	
● XYZ	–	1984	
● A	–	1985	
● B	–	1985	I	
● B	–	1985	II	
● N	–	1984	
● T	–	1984	
● R	–	1986	
● T	(Kemble)	
● U-V	(Kemble)	
● W	(Kemble)	
● X-Y-Z	(Kemble)		Box	207	(O	20)	
● “Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism”	Conference	–	Miscellaneous	
● “Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism”	Conference	–	Working	Lists	
● “Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism”	Conference	–	Speeches	and	Materials	
● Issues	and	Action	in	the	Mainline	Churches:	Organizing	for	Democracy	and	Religious	Freedom	
● Kansteiner,	W.	Book	Reception	June	1988	
● Jessup	Report	
● I-J	(Kemble)	
● IRD	–	Early	Publications	II	
● IRD	–	Contras	March	1987	
● IRD	–	10th	Anniversary	
● Institute	for	Peace	and	Justice	
● India	
● Immigration	and	Naturalization	Service	
● IRD/NCC	Dialogue	–	March	1982	
● IRD	–	Economic	Studies	Program	
● IRD	–	Founding	Documents	
● IRD	–	March	Mobilization	–	1989	
● IRD	Information	Packet	Nov	1986	
● IRD	–	Early	Publications	I	
● “Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism”	Conference	–	Program	
● “Islam	and	Religious	Pluralism”	Conference	–	Speaker’s	Biographies	
● International	Religious	Liberty	Conference	1985	–	Program	and	Speeches	
● Interreligious	Foundation	for	Community	Action	
● Christian	Century	Article	November	4,	1981	on	IRD	&	IRD’s	Response	
● Early	IRD	Correspondence	and	Documents	(2	of	2)	
● Early	IRD	Correspondence	and	Documents	(1	of	2)	
● Hochstein	Report	October	1981	
● The	Nuclear	Freeze:	Study	Guide	for	Churches	
● Nonviolence	International	
● Singapore	
● Zimbabwe	
● Tibet	
● Q-R	
● World	Vision	
● Wycliffe	Bible	Translators	
● World	Evangelical	Fellowship	–	Manila	1992	I	
● World	Evangelical	Fellowship	–	Manila	1992	II	
● North	Korea	
● List	of	Names	
● Washington	DC	
● Oxford	Center	for	Mission	
● 4/25	I	
● 4/25	II	
● Church	Funding	Study	
● Church	Economic	Programs	Info	Service	
● Good	News	–	May/June	1990		Box	208	(O	21)	
● Robb	Correspondence	–	81-82	
● Dr	Robb’s	Correspondence	–	83	
● Memos	(Kemble)	
● Law,	Terry	Ministries	
● Palau,	Luis	
● Morgulis,	M.	
● Palau,	Luis	
● The	Washington	Group	
● Wordpress	International	
● World	Film	Crusade	
● Youth	for	Christ	
● World	Relief	
● Bonner,	Elena	
● Briefings	of	Graham/Hill/Elliot	(1992)	
● Hagin,	Kenneth	
● Graham,	Billy	Editorial	by	Kent	Hill	May	1982	
● Graham,	Billy	
● Graham,	Billy	on	the	Trip	to	USSR	
● Graham,	Billy	Visit	to	the	USSR	–	May	‘82	
● Crouch,	Paul	trinity	Broadcasting	Network	
● Malcolm	Liles	
● Korea	
● Port	Charlotte	
● Magan,	Michael	
● “World	Without	War	Council	Introductory	Kit”	–	General	
● Misc	–	Papers	
● Interviews	
● Form	Samples	
● US	Congress	
● Asia,	Indochina,	South	Pacific	(2	of	2)	
● The	Preeminence	of	Capitalism	
● The	National	Endowment	for	Democracy:	3rd	Annual	Conference	on	Democracy	–	Agenda	Notes	
● Michael	Novak	–	Structures	of	Virtue,	Structures	of	Sin	
● Stuart	Gudowitz	–	Private	Property,	Si;	The	Free	Marker,	No	–	A	Christian	View	of	Economic	Virtue	
● Jerry	Rifkin	–	Calls	for	Fundamental	Changes	in	our	Social,	Economic,	and	Political	Institutions	
● Michael	Novak	–	On	Capitalism	at	Duke	Seminar	
● Reviews	on	Peter	Berger’s	Work	The	Capitalist	Revolution	
● Project	Equality	
● Quixote	Center	’86-91	
● Capitalism	and	Socialism	
● Pro-Earth:	A	Study	on	Environmental	Issues	
● Religion	and	Capitalism:	Tension	and	Controversy	
● The	Moral	Dilemma	Confronting	Capitalism	–	Paul	Johnson	
● The	Church	&	Environmental	Issues	
● Environmentalism	–	General	
● Environment	and	the	Economy	
● Presidential	Task	Force	on	Econ.	Justice	A	Revolutionary	Free	Enterprise	Challenge	to	Marxism	
● Church	Bodies	Challenge	the	Open	Economy	New	Development	and	Strategies	of	Response	–	Novak	and	Neuhaus	12/15/83	
● Africa:	Economic	Reform	
● South	Africa	
● China	–	Religion	&	Economics	
● Asia,	Indochina,	South	Pacific	(1	of	2)	
● AEI	Conference:	The	Shape	of	a	Democratic	China	–	May	1,	1991	
● Christian	Conf.	of	Asia:	Urban	Rural	Mission	–	Labor	–	Slavery	Issues	
● O-P	(Kemble)	
● H	(Kemble)	
● Original	IRD	Brochure		Box	209	(O	22)	
● Corporate	Correspondence	
● Good	News	Communications	
● Honeywell	
● IBM	
● Response	to	Corporate	Mailings	(June	13,	1990)	
● Packet	for	Lakay	Schmidt	
● Exxon	
● Slater,	Ford	
● General	Foods	
● General	Motors	
● Chevron	Corporation	
● CPC	International	
● Coca-Cola	
● Cooper	Industries	
● Del	Monte	
● Dow	Chemical	
● Dresser	Indusries	
● B.W.	Dyer	&	Co	
● Ford	Motor	Co	
● Eastman	Kodak	
● Funding	Requests	
● Air	Products	
● Amaco	
● Caterpillar,	Inc.	
● Chemical	Bank	
● Shell	
● Shell	&	WCC	+	Quota	
● Pension	Board	–	Divestment	Shareholder	Resolutions	
● US	Council	for	Energy	Awareness	
● US	West	International	
● Dec/Jan	1988:	TRER	
● #7	
● Upjohn	
● CEPIS	–	ITT	Corporation	
● Mobil	Oil	
● Nestle	Corporation	
● Nestle	Boycott	I	
● Nestle	Boycott	II	
● Nestle	–	United	Methodist	Boycott	
● Pfizer	International,	Inc.	
● Rexnord	
● Shell	
● Shell	Boycott:	Church	Statements	
● Steer,	Andrew	–	Interview	
● General	Human	Rights	
● Human	Rights	
● B	
● O	
● A	
● Anchor	of	Hope	
● Science	and	Religion	
● US/Western	Policy	
● CEPIS	
● B	I		Box	210	(O	23)	
● Correspondence	1987-’88	I	
● R	
● S	
● T	
● V	
● U	
● Y	
● Z	
● C	
● D	
● W	
● F	
● G	
● A	
● N	
● Q	
● P	
● M	
● B	
● Correspondence	1988	I	
● M	(Kemble)	
● G	(Kemble)	
● United	Nations	Commission	on	Human	Rights	Ribeiro	Reports	
● Concerned	Women	for	America	
● Christians	in	China	
● Building	a	New	South	Africa	Catalogue	1992	
● F	
● Search	for	Common	Ground	
● MAP	International	
● Mongolia	
● Mobilization	for	Survival	
● World	Fellowship	Center		Box	211	(O	24)	
● Tooley	
● C	
● D	
● E	
● World	Hunger	Education	Service	
● World	Peacemakers	
● Mainstream	–	1988-1989	
● Letters	–	Mainstream	
● Mainstream:	Summer	‘88	
● Mainstream	–	Winter	‘88	
● Mainstream	Spring	‘89	
● Mainstream	–	Sum	‘89	
● Mainstream	Spring	‘90	
● Mainstream:	Winters	
● Mainstream	–	Ideas	
● Board	
● Copies	
● United	States	Council	for	International	Business	
● Church	and	Society	
● PF:	Weigel	(Tranq.	Ord.	Recept.)	
● Wef	–	Philippines	6/92	
● NAE	+	NCC	
● Aug/Sept	90	
● Nov	R	+	D	
● Jan/Feb	1990	R+D	
● R+D	Aug/Sept	1990	
● Maps	(Camera	Ready)	
● Maps	(Source/Photocopy	(Zerox))	
● Miscellaneous	
● Dalai	Lama	–	Tibet	
● Iran/Baha’i	Persecution	
● Photos	Frank	R	Way	Virginia	
● S	I	
● S	II	
● R	
● P-Q		Box	212	(O	25)	
● N	
● M	
● G	
● K	
● L	
● I-J	
● H	
● XYZ	
● W	
● U-V	
● T	
● Church	Involvement	in	Society	
● Church-State	Issues	(US)	
● Religious	Liberty	
● Anti-Nuclear	Strategy	Activism	
● Project	Forward:	1976	
● Authority	for	Protestant	Social	and	Political	Action	
● Problems	of	the	Political	Order	(Among	States)	
● Church	Pronouncements:	SCOPE	
● Problems	of	the	Political	Order	(Within	a	State)	
● Ethics	and	Nuclear	Weapons	
● W	–	1983	I	
● W	–	1983	II	
● W	–	1983	III	
● E-F	–	80s	(Kemble)	
● D	(Kemble)	–	80s	
● C	(Kemble)	–	80s	
● B	(Kemble)	–	80s	
● A	(Kemble)	–	80s	
● Y	–	1983	
● Z	–	1983	
● Church,	State,	and	Corporation	
● Slepak	Principles		Box	213	(O	26)	
● Religion	&	Business	Misc.	
● H.R.	2366	(Miller/Smith)	
● Corporate	Ethics	
● “Religion’s	Animus	Toward	Business”	(US	Council	for	International	Business)	–	September	1983	
● Vietnam	and	China	(Lutheran)	I	
● Business	Ethics	and	the	Environment	(Eight	National	Conference	on	Business	Ethics)	
● Corporations	and	New	Age	
● The	Church	and	Labor	Disputes	
● The	Church	&	Labor	Justice:	A	Theological	Reflection	
● United	Mine	Workers	Strike	–	Church	Involvement	
● Minimum	Wage	Legislation	
● Freedom	of	Association	Conference	AFL-CIO	–	November	29,	1988	
● Corporate	Prospectus	6/90	
● Corporate	Mailing	List	
● Corporate	Sponsors	
● Stop	the	Raid	
● TRER	June	1987	–	“The	Church	and	Corporations”	
● May	1987	TRER-	“Building	a	New	Relationship	Between	Churches	+	Corporations”	
● The	Churches	and	the	Boardroom	–	Walter	Kansteiner?	
● Philippines	
● Citizens	Democracy	Corps	Volume	III	
● East	Summary	
● Foreign	Relations	(Non-US)	
● Philippines	–	SEARC	
● AP:	Philippines:	United	Methodist	
● Philippines	–	US	Churches	
● Philippines	–	US	Rel-Left	
● Mainstream	–	Winter	1990	
● Articles	of	Special	Interest	
● Mainstream	–	Fall	1988	
● Correspondence	1988	III	
● Correspondence	1988	II	
● Correspondence	1987-88	IV	
● Correspondence	1987-88	II	
● Correspondence	1987-88	III	
● Religious	Liberty:	China	
● Religious	Liberty:	China	
● Religious	Liberty:	Cyprus		Box	214	(O	27)	
● Korea:	Misc	
● North	Korea	
● North	American	Coalition	for	Human	Rights	in	Korea	
● AP:	Korea	(General)	
● Korea	–	NCCK	+	Ecumenical	Mission	Training	Center	
● Korea	–	RHEE	+	NCC	
● Korea	–	US	Churches	
● Korea	Institute	on	Human	Rights	
● AP:	Korea	(General)	
● AP:	Hong	Kong	
● AP:	Christian	Conf.	of	Asia	
● AP:	Indochina	Consortium	
● AP:	Indonesia	
● AP:	Iran	
● Japan	
● Asia/Pacific	(General)	
● AP:	Afghanistan	
● AP:	Afghanistan	–	WCC	
● AP:	Cambodia	
● AP:	China	
● AP:	China	
● AP:	East	Timor	
● T	–	1983	
● U	–	1983	
● V	–	1983	
● S	–	1983	I	
● S	–	1983	II	
● 1984	Income	Tax	Return	–	IRD	
● Mid	80s	Financial	Statement	
● Better	Business	Bureau	
● IRD	Budget	
● IRS	84	
● Budgets	80-85	
● 1983	Income	Tax	Return	Plus	Financial	Records	
● Stern	and	Moran	Lease	(Old	Lease	–	1000	16th	Street)	
● Korean	Unification	II		Box	215	(O	28)	
● National	Association	of	Evangelicals	
● Articles	I	
● Articles	II	
● Articles	III	
● NCC:	Afghanistan	
● Articles	IV	
● Church	Research	&	Information	Project	(CRIP)	
● 1979	Correspondence	
● 1980	IRD	Correspondence	
● Philippines	–	Religious	Radicalism	
● AP:	NPA,	CPP,	NDF	
● AP:	New	People’s	Army	
● AP:	Phil/NCC-WCC	
● AP:	Liberation	Theology	(Philippines)	
● Friends	of	the	Filipino	People	
● Phil	–	Human	Rights	
● Philippines	–	Federation	of	Free	Farmers	
● Philippines	–	Elections	
● Philippines	–	Economy	
● CCHRD	(Church	Coalition	for	Human	Rights	in	the	Philippines)	
● Phil	–	Christians	for	Nat’l	Liberation	
● Phil:	Christian	Base	Comm.	
● Phil	–	Catholic	Church	
● Phil	–	Cardinal	Sin	
● AP:	Philippines	
● AP:	Philippines	
● AP:	Philippines	
● AP:	Philippines	
● AP:	Philippines	
● AP:	Philippines	
● AP:	Pakistan	
● AP:	Nuclear	Free	and	Independent	Pacific	
● AP:	Pacific	Conf.	of	Churches	
● AP:	NCC	–	People	of	the	Two	Pacific	Islands	
● CSWP	–	Task	Force	–	GAC	PCUSA	Listings	
● CREDO	
● Cumberland	Club	Luncheon	10/12/87	
● Compliance	
● Corporation	Annual	Report	State	of	Tennessee/Sec.	of	State	
● Contributions	from	Newsletter	Mailed	12/86	
● A.	Robert	Conant	
● CONA	Articles	
● CONA	
● Evangelical	Council	for	Financial	Accountability	(EFCA)	
● Rev.	Carlos	Escorsia	
● Institute	for	Policy	Studies	
● Muslims	
● Religious	Liberty:	Iran	
● Religious	Liberty:	Hungary	
● Religious	Liberty:	Guyana	
● Religious	Liberty:	Greece	
● Corres	G	II		Box	216	(O	29)	
● Correspondence	1988-1989	I	
● Correspondence	1988-1989	II	
● Correspondence	1988-1989	III	
● Correspondence	1988-1989	IV	
● Correspondence	1988-1989	V	
● Correspondence	1988-1989	VI	
● Correspondence	Answers	
● Correspondence	1983	
● Answered	Don’t	Put	on	Prospect	List	
● Correspondence	1982-1983	
● Done	
● Done	2/26	
● Completed	
● Dallas	Prospects	
● General	Info	
● Christian	Labor	Assoc.	of	Canada	
● Commission	on	the	Churches	Participation	in	Development	
● Commission	on	Religion	in	Appalachia	
● Lorren	Simmons	–	8/3/89	
● Colorado	Council	on	Economic	Educ.	
● World	Neighbors	
● World	Relief	
● US	Council	for	International	Business	
● Trinity	Centre	for	Ethics	and	Corporate	Policy	
● ACE/CCC	Mailing	&	Responses	–	Aug	‘90	
● Transformation	International	
● G-7	Nations:	Economics	Summit	etc.	
● India/Pakistan/Bangladesh/Nepal	
● Middle	East	Economics	
● Mongolia	
● Interfaith	Impact	
● Interfaith	Impact	–	II	
● Interfaith	Impact	–	I		Box	217	(O	30)	
● IRD	Articles	
● Misc.	Church	Statements	on	the	Economy	
● National	Assembly	of	Black	Church	Organizations	
● Liberation	Theology	
● “The	Predicament	of	Christian	Social	Thought	After	the	Cold	War”	–	Ecumenical	Review	Summer	1991	
● The	Church	and	the	International	Economy	–	IRD	Conference	May	1985	
● The	Road	to	Damascus:	Kairos	and	Conversion	
● Oxford	Conference	on	Faith	and	Economics	1987	
● The	Oxford	Declaration	
● Transformation	–	Christian	Faith	&	Economics	(A	Compilation	of	Christian	Economic	Perspectives)	from	Oxford	April-June	1987	Conference	
● Justice	Peace	and	the	Integrity	of	Creation	–	WCC	Draft	for	World	Conv.	‘90	
● JPIC	–	Second	Drafts	and	Appendices	
● Church	Statements	on	the	Tax	Reform	Act	of	1986	
● Welfare	Reform	Legislation	and	the	Churches	Response	
● The	Church	and	Domestic	Policy	(Poverty	and	Welfare)	Budget,	Peace	Divided	
● Religious	Liberty:	Egypt	
● Religious	Liberty:	Egypt	
● Robb	to	Fred	Bucy	
● Legislation	
● Inquiries/Resources	
● Christian	Resource	Center	I	
● Christian	Resource	Center	II	
● Christian	Resource	Center	III	
● Christian	Solidarity	Intern.	
● C.S.I.	
● Religious	Liberty:	General	
● South	Korea	
● Korean	Unification	
● The	Fraser	Institute	–	Canada	
● Foundation	for	Public	Affairs	
● The	Rockford	Institute	
● Compassion	International	
● Confederation	of	Church	&	Business	Speech	
● Contemporary	Economic	and	Business	Association	–	Liberty	University		Box	218	(O	31)	
● US	Congress	
● Kairos	
● Harare	
● CECSA	
● June	16th	
● ANC	
● Crackdown	
● July/Aug	86	Nir	
● July/Aug	86	General	
● July/Aug	86	S.	Africa	
● Sept/Oct	86	Newsletter	
● Philippines	–	Source	Material	Sept/Oct	1986	R+D	
● Briefs	–	Nov/Dec	
● Nov/Dec	1986	N	Letter	
● Jan/Feb	‘87	
● March/April	87	
● May/Jun	1987	
● July/Aug	1987	
● Photo	Oikoumene	
● Randy	Dew	–	Grenfell	
● Mission	to	Mozambique	–	Tom	Schaaf	
● Briefs	etc.	
● Peace	Briefs	–	Nov/Dec	
● Interview	w/J.	Collins	+	B.	O’Connell	
● W	
● X-Y-Z	
● Religious	Liberty:	Netherlands	
● Religious	Liberty:	Israel	
● Religious	Liberty:	Italy	
● Religious	Liberty:	Lebanon	
● K	
● Advantage	Network	
● Bolioli	
● O	
● P-Q	
● R	
● S	
● T	
● U-V	
● M	
● N		Box	219	(O	32)	
● Book	Reception	–	Kent	Hill	Puzzle	of	the	Soviet	Church	September	26,	1989	
● M	
● N	
● R	
● S	I	
● S	II	
● L	
● OPQ	
● T	
● XYZ	
● UVW	
● A	
● B	
● K	
● J	
● I	
● H	
● G	
● F	
● E	
● D	
● C	
● H	
● I-J	
● K	
● Corres	E		Box	220	(O	33)	
● H	
● R	
● P-Q	
● X-Y-Z	
● W	
● U-V	
● T	
● S	
● B	
● B	
● A	
● M	
● O	
● N	
● C	–	I	
● H	
● K	
● L	
● G	
● F	
● E	
● C	
● US	Chamber	Foundation	
● The	Ministry	of	Money	
● National	Impact	
● Love	Inc.	–	World	Vision	Urban	Ministries	
● Machinery	&	Allied	Products	Institute	
● INTERDEV	
● Council	on	Economic	Priorities	
● The	Institute	on	Industrial	and	Commercial	Ministries,	Inc.	
● Interreligious	Economic	Crisis	Organizing	Network	–	I/ECON	
● Council	for	Ethics	in	Economics	
● International	Organizations	Monitoring	Service	–	Multinational	Corporations	
● CEPAD	
● Foundation	for	Economic	Education	
● Environmental	Policy	Institute	
● Eastern	College	–	Econ.	Dev.	In	3rd	World	Countries	MA,	MBA	Program	
● EFMA	–	Evangelical	Foreign	Missions	Assoc.	
● Lakay	Schmidt	–	EEC	Clergy	List	
● Council	on	Economic	Education	(Including	Economic	Education	for	Clergy)	
● Techno	Serve	
● The	Notre	Dame	Center	for	Ethics	and	Religious	Values	in	Business	
● Scandinavia	
● Institute	for	Applied	Economics	
● The	Society	for	Business	Ethics	(The	Centre	for	Business	Ethics)	
● The	Reformed	Business	and	Professional	Association	
● The	Reason	Foundation	
● Probe	Ministries	Spiritual	Fitness	in	Business	
● Peace,	Freedom	and	Security	Studies	
● Stockholder	Sovereignty	Society	
● The	Steadman	Foundation	Nat’l	Foundation	for	Study	of	Religion/Economics	
● Institute	for	Educational	Affairs	
● L	
● Houston	Stuff	
● Corres	G-I		Box	221	(O	34)	
● A	
● B	
● C	
● D	
● E	
● F	
● G	
● L	
● GDR	
● Islam	
● Bales:	“Communism:	A	Embodiment	of	Sin”	
● Religious	Freedom:	The	Cornerstone	of	Human	Rights	
● RD	-	Correspondence	
● General	Information	IRD	
● Ed	Robb	1983	
● General	Info	Texas	
● IRD	Info	Letters	Mailed	3/12/83	
● RD	Correspondence	
● IRD/Sojourners	Exchange	–	March	1987-February	1988	
● WFP/IRD	‘86	
● Churches	and	the	International	Economy	–	May	2-3,	1985,	Washington	D.C.	
● 60	Minutes	Transcripts	–	“The	Gospel	According	to	Whom?	
● Religious	Liberty:	Tibet	
● Corres.	A	
● Corres.	B	I	
● Corres.	B	II	
● Correspondence	C	I	
● Correspondence	C	II	
● Correspondence	D		Box	222	(O	35)	
● I-J	
● K	
● L	
● M	
● N	
● O	
● PQ	
● R	
● S	
● T	
● UV	
● W	
● XYZ	1983	
● 1983	A	
● B	
● C	
● D	
● E	
● F	
● G	
● H	
● 1982	IRD	Correspondence	
● 1981	IRD	Correspondence	N-Z	
● 1981	IRD	Correspondence	A-M	
● RD	Correspondence	
● Correspondence	Answered	
● Comments	
● Ed	Robb	1983	
● Comments	
● Answered	I	
● Answered	II	
● Answered	III	
● Mainstream	Winter	‘92	
● Mainstream	Fall	1990	
● Mainstream	Summer	‘91	
● Mainstream	–	Spring	1991	
● Mainstream	–	Winter	1991	
● Religious	Liberty:	China	
● I-J	
● E	
● Corres.	F		Box	223:	Radio	Free	Europe	1986-88		Box	224:	Radio	Free	Europe	1989		Box	225:	Radio	Free	Europe	1989-1990		Box	226:	Radio	Free	Europe	1991-1992		Box	227:	Radio	Free	Europe	1992-1993		
